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FINAL DRAFT 
PPKuczynski/MHaq/EStern/rso 
Apr i 1 15, 19 7 3 

Poverty in the Less Developed Countries: An Overview 

• I. Major Dimensions 

A year ago in Washington, I discussed with you some of the problems 

of the lowest income groups in the developing countries. WhiJe the evidence 

remains sketchy, it is clear that in many instances these income groups have 

not benefitted significantly from development during the past decades. It is 

also clear that the problems of poverty are highly complex and involve many 
I 

elements of policy beyond economics. The complexity of the problems is only 

" 
matched by our inability thus far to come to grips effectively with particular 

solutions upon v1hich we can rely to substantially alleviate the dire poverty 

of the low income groups. The absence of a general approach, however, does 

not excuse the failure to undertake such programs as we can define -~hich are 

desi~ned specifically to improve the living conditions of the poor and to 
-

reduce unsustainable differences i11 incomes within countries. 

2. Despite the complexity of the problem, certain features are clear: 

the gap between the rich and the poor nations is getting 

wider; 

although there are differences between developing countries 

themselves in the financial and physical means at their disposal 

to attack the poverty problem, the situation of the lowest 

income groups - say the lowest 40 percent- has similar features 

VJhether they 1 ive in countries at the bottom or top ends of the 

de v e 1 o p i n g •...:o r 1 d ; and 

a concerted attack requires not only finance but the will in 

the developing countries themselves to devote their best 

managerial and intellectual talents to this task. 
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Let me now turn to each of these points. 

Relative International Poverty 

3. Th~ problem of relative poverty is basically a problem of incom~ 

distribution. Internat ionally the gap between the rich and tbe poor countries 

continu~ to grow. If trends in income growth of the last twenty years continue, 

the average per capita GNP in the year 2,000 would be $420 in the developing 

world as against $9,300 ,in the . industrialized countries. Today, the average 

income per person in the industrialized countries is 13 times greater than 

in the poorer countries; by the end of the century, that ratio could be as 

high as 22 times. M~reover, the resources v1hich the industrialized countries 

make available in order to support development continue to lag well behind-the 

targets established in the second development decade. have previ~usly 

reported that it is unlikely that the target transfer of 0.7 percent of GNP 

in official development assistance will be reached. Nothing that has occurred 

in the past year supports any change in that estimate. On the contrary, the 

actual ratio of official development assistance to GNP has remained almost 

constant in 1969-71 at 0.35 percent. 
' 

4. Al _t~ough the total flows of assistance remain inadequate, the 

distribution of aid takes increasing cognizance of relative poverty of 

countries. The greater ~emphasis on the least developed and poorest countries 

is reflected increasingfy in aid programs. This is also true in the allocation 

of IDA resources as I reported above. The share of IDA resources going to the 

UN list of least developed countries has doubled from 1961-68 to 1972-73, while 
~ 

the share of the relatively rich countries - per capita income over $250 -

has declined. Seventy-four percent of IDA commitments are to countries vlith 

per capita income of under $120. 
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The lowest Forty Percent 

5. Of the 2 billion people who live in the developing world outside 
1/ 

the Peoples Republic of China~ at least 500 million 1 ive on an average annual 

per capita income of $45, and another 250 mil lion on $75 annu~lly. Thus, 

close to 800 million people- or 40 percent pf the population of the developing 

world- live on $55 annually or 15 U.S. cents a day. The bulk of this low-end 

poverty is concentrated in South Asia and in parts of Africa. The pervasiveness 
f 

of poverty in lndia,for example, is such that the average income of the lowest 

80 percent of the population is only $80, and even for the second quintile from 

the top the average income is only $120. The trend of population growth in 

the developing countries means that, unless there are dramatic changes in _ 

family planning and in agricultural technology, pervasive poverty w.Lll continue 

to be the fate of most of the population of those countries. Even with effective 

family planning programs which would reduce the~ birth rate from 42 per 1,000 ~ 

to 24 per 1,000 by the end of the century, -an ambitious target- the total 

population of the developing world will have risen to 4,500 million in the 

year 2,000 compared to 2,700 mill ion at present . 

. . 

1/ Note for Mr. McNama~a: The section that follows can be recast to 

include Mainland Chfna, if you wish. Mainland China population and 

GNP data are very vague, but estimates do exist. 
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6. Although the largest number of poor is concentrated in South Asia, 

all developing countries have a seridus problem of low-end poverty. The 

bottom forty percent share a number of features independently of the average 

income level of the developing country they live in: 

They are largely in the rural areas. Since over~60 percent of 

the population of the developing world is in· the countryside, poverty tends 

to be concentrated there. Invariably, urban incomes are higher, although 

the difference is genera,lly less in the poorest countries. Recent research 

in the Bank indicates that in the last decade the average per capita urban 

income compared to that in rural areas was four times larger in Brazil, five 

times in Honduras, double in Tunisia and fifty percent higher in Pakistan. 
r><. ''"-" ]ti-t l-o-v"V~ vO--....t ~ ....-""""} -,L r ~ ~~~. 

I ~ I f _ 
- They have shared little in the benefits of growth. Thus, in ~ 

India, con~umer surveys undertaken for 1960/61 .and 1967/68 estimate~that per 

capita consumption of the lowest 40 percent of incon~ groups stayed constant 

in real terms at $28 for rural areas. Even if the bottom 80 percent of income 

groups is taken, the rural average rose marginally from $40 to $41. In the 

case of Mexico, with a per capita income six times that of India, the situation 

was not much
1
different: the income of the lowest 40 percent of the population 

rose in 1960. P.rices from $94 in 1950 to $112 in 1968, or by one dollar per year. 

They receive a very smali proportion of public services. Public 
r 

services are concentrated in the larger metropolitan areas. Thus, for example, 

i 

Lima, which has 25 percent of the population of Peru, accounts for 44 percent 

of Ministry of Education outlays and 50 percent of those of the Ministry of 

Health, and for 90 percent of telephones. In Zaire, the capital city metropolitan 

area, with 7 percent of the total population has over half of the primary school 

teachers in the country. [Hare data being deve 1 oped.] 
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7. Despite the similarities, it is obvious that the economies at a more 

advanced stage of development, with their higher per capita incomes, have a 

far greater proportion of the necessary resources for an attack on low-end 

poverty than the poorest countries. Moreover, the relatively high income 

countries also tend to be those with the higher growth rat~s. w Although the 

quality of the data remains poor, it is sufficient to show that the internal 

inequalities of income in these countries are very large. Of 11 countries 

in this group (from $35~ to $1,000 in per capita income) for which some data 

is available: 

The bottom 20 percent of the population received only 5 percent 

of the income, 

The top 5 percent received 27 percent, and 

The top quintile has incomes which are eleven times thQt of 

the bottom quintile; in the ca se of the top 5 percent, the 

ratio is 23 times. 

The -Setting for Change 

8. The financial resources which countries can con~and in order to 

' \ 
begin a direct attack on poverty vary widely . But even before whatever 

. . 
resources are available can be put to use, far-reaching decisions are needed 

on the priority of the effort. Today, the bulk of professional and managerial 

talent in the developin~ world, and indeed in most countries, is directed to 

the areas of government and business in l he modern industrial sector. The 

contact with the poor is left to the lower echelons or to charitable organiza-

tions with·minimal funds. If the effo r ts in the industrial countries have 

something to teach us on t he merit s of a war on poverty, it is that such 
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efforts will fail unless the best available talent is involved in these 

programs, .the active participation o~ the poor is sought, and unless 

appropriate incentives are established so that careers in rural areas can 

begin to compete with those in the cities. No rural development effort, no 

low-cost housing program, no literacy campaign can succeed ir it is controlled 

from afar by functionaries who feel, or for ' whom the incentive structure makes 

them feel, that such activities are of secondary importance in the structure 

of power. No program c~n be viable if the most talented are drawn to the 

urban areas and to schools which prepare them in very large numbers, to join 

the ranks of the 11educated unemployed", while the poor Jack the technological 

and administrative skills to increase their productivity. A drastic shift in 

attitudes and incentives is thus essential for the success of any significant 

action program. "'-

II. A Program of Action 

0 
.1• Although we do not have very precise data, it is rather easy to 

define the bro~d dimensions of pov~rty. The data that do exist bear out the 

frequent vis~al impressions and fragmentary analysis which show all too 

clearly the y~ry large numbers of the unemployed, the undernourished, the 

ill-housed and the illiterates in every country. We can, and we must, improve 

our data and analytical•understanding of the problem, we must learn more about 
( 

the effects of various policies on the principal elements of poverty, and we 

must lea r n what the relationships are between accelerated growth and more equal 

distributibn of benefits. But our ignorance should not stand in the way of 

action. While we do not know its exact dimensions, we do know the problem 
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is large- involving more than a billion people; while we do not know the 

precise remedies, we do have some in~lings about what appropriate policies 

might be. 

10. Because poverty is so closely interwoven with the social and 

political structure of each country, the responsibility for . the alleviation 

of mass poverty is an indigenous responsibility which will require nothing 

less than a major intellectual revolution in the developing countries. It 

is not enough to collect some data and indices on the profiles of poverty. 

It is necessary to go beyond these statistics to see who the really poor 
~ 

are, what are the causes of their relative poverty, what is their bargaining 

position in the political and social life, and whether powerful forces within 

the system can be persuaded and motivated to change their condition of 

'miserable existence. Unless the best intellectual and managerial ~sources 

of fhe system are devoted to this task, the task will never get done- best-laid 

plans will not get implemented, well-conceived legislations will become largely 

ineffective, new institutions will be created only to be discarded again. 

Let us be clear that what we are talking about is a fundamental change in these 

societies. ·The solutions are political, not technocratic. 

11. Ca~ital assistance is necessary, imported technology can help, but 

unless there is the necessary political will and national commitment to this 

objective, there will Be no change. The problem must be perceived and dealt 
f 

with in the developing countries. Indeed, it will be a great disservice on 

the part of the industrialized countries if they were to convince the developing 

world, o~ themselves, that policies for employment and distribution can be . 
fashioned and deli vered f rom abroad. 
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12. I have, therefore, no set solutions to offer. But let me explore 

with you, in a spirit of enquiry, some of the elements we may all have to 

consider in formulating an actionable program for mass poverty. 

Rural Poverty 

13. The bulk of the poor live in rural areas- 1.6 billion out of a 

total population of 2.5 billion in the developing world. They all suffer 

certain common characteristics: 
r 

The income of the rural inhabitants is significantly lower 

than in the urban areas. For instance, the difference between 

urban and rural incomes is 2:1 in Malaysia. In Guatemala, where 

the average per capita income is $400, about half of the popula-

tion has an average income of only $75 and it is all living in 
·~ 

the rural areas. 

The income in the rural areas has generally been growing at a 

much slower pace than the rest of the economy because of the 

low rates in agricultural growth. Per capita agricultural 

production in the developing world rose by only one percent 

during 1960-70 compared to a 26 percent rise in their average 
; 

per capita income. Even in South Asia, with the dramatic 

increases in yields due to the Green Revolution, per capita 

agricultural incomes have barely risen since the mid-sixties. 
i 

Agricultural holdings are generally small. At present, 700 

million workers in the developing world- including Mainland 

China- farm about 600 million hectares of cropland, with each 

agricultural worker having on average slightly less than one 

hectare. 
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The rural poor who have land are among the fortunate. In latin 

America, less than 5 percent of the farms occupy more than 75 

percent of the farmland. In Asia, where land-man ratios are 

extremely low, the distribution of ownership leaves the vast 

majority of the rural population either landless.or with 

uneconomic size farms. In lnd~a, the ownership of 40 percent 

of the total cropland is held by only 8 percent of the land-

owning farmers. About 46 million rural households (or over 
' 

200 million people) in India are landless today. In many countries, 

the tenants pay 50 to 60 percent of their gross product as rent, 

do not enjoy any security of tenure and constantly face eviction 

at the will of their landlords. 

The rural poor are generally underemployed or unemployed and 

receive a very inadequate share in the distribution of public 

services. 

14. To reach the bulk of the rural poor, we must find some means of 

transforming subsistence agriculture, some way of reaching and motivating 

the small farmer. This is not only a social imperative but is fast becoming 

an economic imperative because of the widening food gap in most parts of the 

developing world. 

The Growing Food Gap 

15. If past trends in agricultural production continue, the gap between 

demand and supply of food and livestock products would widen, forcing the 

developini, countries to spend $43 bill ion on imports by 1985 compared to 

$6 bill ion today. Obviously, food imports at this level will squeeze out 

development imp~rts and greatly restrict the choices of the developing world. 
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16. Vastly increased production of foodgrains and livestock products 

• is, therefore, a must. And much of this has to come from the present 

subsistence _sectors and the existing small farms as the possibilities for 

any large scale colonization of additional arable land are both limited and 

cost 1 y. 

17. The dominant pattern in most par~of the developing world is 

small-scale agriculture- particularly in the over populated regions of 

Asia- and it is likely'to stay that way for a long time despite rapid 

industrialization. There are v~ry limited possibilities for extending the 

present availability of cultivated land per agricultural worker. Moreover, 

any such extension would be concentrated mainly in Latin America and would 

be extremely costly. It is estimated that the developing world as a whole 
- ~ 

could bring a total of 1.15 billion hectares of cropland under cultivation 

of the increase of 550 million hectares, 400 mill ion would be in Latin America 

(largely in South America, particularly in the Amazon basin), slightly over 

100 million in Africa, and only 30 million in Asia. The average minimum capital 

cost to bring one additional hectare under controlled cultivation is estimated 

at $1,000 so •that the total cost of cultivating a11 potential arable land 

would be nearl~ $600 billion. And it would still add only 0.7 hectares to 

the present availability of . a little less than one hectare per agricultural 

worker. 

Sma 11 Farmer 

18. We must, therefore, accept the fact that the real challenge in the .. 
developing worid is to increase agricultural productivity on the small farms. 

This is undoubtedly the most formidable task confronting development planners 

/ today and it would require an organizational and institutional revolution of 

unprecedented proportions. 
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19. It is sometimes argued that small farmers cannot become very 

productive because of their small hofdings, limited savings, poor education 

and resistance to modern technology. This is simply not true. A recent study , 

shows that output per hectare on the smallest farm size groups was 37 percent 

higher than that on the largest farm size groups in the case of India, 33 per-

cent higher in Brazil, 67 percent in Taiwan 'and 92 percent in Guatemala. And 

it is output per hectare which is the relevant measure in land-scarce, labor-

surplus economies, not output per worker. 

20. The dominant factor behind low productivity is not the size of farms 

but the tenancy system and the absence of institutional support, particularly 

credit, for the small farmers. On average, an Indian farmer obtains $4 in 

the form of institutional credit for every ton of wheat he produces compared 

to $42 in Japan. A survey of West Bengal, published by the Governmhn.t of 

India, touches specifically upon the patte~n of response of a typical small-

scale farmer. On the land they rent, they cultivate the high yielding variety 

because the landlord is in a position· to obtain credit for his working capital 

needs. On their own land, however, they revert to the cultivation of the 

traditional varieties. Lack of organized support is prohibiting them from 

crossing the threshold of the Green Revolution. 

21. Perhaps the greatest institutional obstacle hindering successful 

agricultural development is the prevailing agrarian structure in many countries. 
t 

As pointed out earlier, the ownership of land is often concentrated in the 

hands of a small minority. Furthermore, these agrarian structures are 

frequently~characterized by tenancy arrangements based on the worst forms 

of crop-sharing and insecurity of tenure. Without security in a minimum-

size farm, there are no incentives for increased production and the way is 
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blocked to improving standards of living of millions of agricultural workers. 

This does not always mean land redislribution, though this may often be 

necessary, i_t may require land consolidation, new tenancy legislation and 

organized services for the small farmer. 

22. Another essential step is to increase the resources~which are saved 

in the rural areas and to channel them to investments which benefit the rural 

poor. Even if aggregate savings are high as a percent of GNP - and often they 

are not in the low inco~e countries - the distribution of investible funds 

favors the modern industrial an~ agriculture sector. Efforts to help the poor 

take the perverse form of low interest rates for agricultural credit which 

means low rates on deposits and 1 ittle rural savings. The inadequate supply 

of credit then becomes available to the rural rich and powerful while the rural 

poor have to re 1 y heav i 1 y on the money 1 enders. There is no reason~ to sup pose 

that the small farmers will not react rationally to adequate savings incentives 

by increased savings which will increase investible funds in rural areas. 

23. The developing countries face the formidable task of devising new 

institutions which will work for the small farmer: which will provide him 

credit at reasonable terms for more fertilizer, new seeds and additional 

irrigation; - w~ich will offer him adequate incentives to produce and facilities 

for his marketing; which will give him a reasonable return on his saving and 

his investment; which w•ill protect him against exploitation; which will extend 

to him an equitable share of public services- including education, health, 

\-later supply and roads -which are so far the privilege of only a few urban 

areas; wh~ch will overcome the handicap of his smallness by bringing him 

together in cooperative arrangements to pool his political and economic 

power; and, above all, which will motivate him to increase his productivity and 

to give back to him the rewards of his effort. 
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Measures to Increase Productivity 

24. Increased productivity and better distribution have to be planned 

together. Particularly in those countries where the problem is that of 

absolute poverty, the income of the small farmer cannot be increased 

significantly without a major improvement in the productivity of the 

·subs ·is·tence sector. In the last analysis, more pr.oduction has to be 

obtained out of every one hectare of land that an agricultural worker 

cultivates on an average~ 

25. The problem is that a _!1ectare is, economically, not a homogeneous 

unit. With very few exceptions, one hectare in developing countries produces 

an agricultural output estimated in 1960 to range from $50 to $150. In 

India, one hectare produces $91 while in Japan it produces close to $1,000: 

In a sample study of the agricultural output of 19 countries in 19~0, the 

average output per hectare for the top four countries was estimated at 

$660, compared with $83 for the lowest four where the majority of the 

developing world population lives and $160 for the other countries. 

26. The global survey of agricultural yields published by the FAO, 

shows that for cereal production which occupies n~re than half of the total 

arable lands of Africa, Asia and South America, the variations are equally 

striking. In 1970, the cereal yields per hectare amounted to 6,720 kgm in 

Japan. But on average lt amounted to only 1,270 kgm in Africa, 1,750 kgm in 

Asia and 2,060 kgm in South America. 

27. Taking these magnitudes as indicators of the potential which can 

be tapped !rom existing lands, a target of doubling agricultural yields in 

developing countries by 1985, that is to reach an overall level of productivity 

per hectare equal, on average, to one-fifth of that achieved by Japan, shoulo· 

I· 
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hardly be considered unrealistic or unattainable. It would certainly require 

a tremendous effort. But in terms of economic growth, fulfilling such a target 

would amount to as much as a 50 percent increase in the combined national 

-incomes of the developing countries. To achieve equivalent growth through 

industrialization, industrial output, which at present contri~utes some 

15 percent of GOP on average, would have to · increase by over 350 percent. 

Neither the absorptive capacity nor resource availability would make such 

an industrial target wofth discussing. 

28. To double agricultural yields by 1985 will require a massive and 

multifaceted effort which must include: 

A. Credit 

29. New varieties of wheat and rice recently introduced in Asian countries 

have greatly increased crop yields on irrigated lands provided tha~a combina-

tion of inputs (fertilizers and insecticides) are applied. The cost of these 

purchased inputs is around $22 per hectare. It would be naive to advise 

developing countries to achieve a more wide-spread application of the 

Green Revolution formula unless funds are available to provide credit at 

reasonable terms for farmers to finance the purchase of these inputs. 
I 

Today, the ~v~rage farmer purchases less than $6 worth of inputs per hectare. 

Of this insufficient amount, a very minor portion is provided for through 

institutional credit. ~t least a four-fold increase in the present volume 

of agricultural credit ~ill be required by 1985. The global bill for that 

purpose would have to rise from about $3 billion at present to $12 billion 

by 1985. Not all of this needs to be additional. • A reorientation of 

investment priorities is both feasible and necessary. 
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B. Fertilizer 

l 

30. Agricultural output per hectare is closely related to fertilizer 

application. Today, the developing countries of Asia, Africa and Latin 

America, with 46 percent of the world total land under cultivation, use 

only 15 percent of the world total consumption of commercial fertilizer. 

In 1970, the developing regions applied 8.7 million tons of fertilizers 

on a cropped area of 600 million hectares, an average of 14 kgm per hectare, 

r 
compared with an average of over 70 kgm per hectare in the developed regions. 

It would require an annual rate~of increase of about 12 percent in fertilizer 

application if the developing countries are to reach by 1985 the level of 

use in the deve 1 oped countries today. In terms of quantity, this wou 1 d 

mean that the global supply of fertilizers would have to increase by 35 

million tons, a 60 percent expansion over present levels of fertilizer 

production. Efforts of similar magnitures are required to expand the 

availability and use of other inputs and farm equipments. 
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C. Extension 

31. Because of the low li~eracy rates in rural areas, a 

sizable extension corps is needed to help the small farmer reap 

the benefits of the Green Revolution. In the developPd countries 
J 

today, the number of professional and technical workers in 

agriculture is around 5 percent of the pgricultural labor force. 

In developing countries, the comparable percentage is an insig-

nificant decimal. Realistically, the FAO World Indicative Plan 
r 

aims for developing countries to achieve a ratio of 0.4 percent 

of the agricultural labor force by 1985 - less than one-tenth 

of that already achieved in developed countries. Even then, 

a major expansion of agricultural education programs would be 

necessary to provide additional trained agricultural personnel -... 

some 100,000 senior workers and 500,000 field workers. The global 

bill for that purpose would be around$ b i 11 ion annua 11 y, ----
but much can be accomplished by reorienting the present output of 

- the educational system. Simultaneously, basic education will 

need to be improved in rural areas to spread the adoption of better 

farming practices . 
. . 

D. Infrastructure 

32. Rural areas are not adequately served with feeder roads and 

other transport inf~astructure and equipments. Rural electrification 

does not cover but a handful of villages in most developing countries; 

the standard of medical services is abominably low; piped water 

supply flows only to a few; education facilities do not exist in 

most villages, and where they do, the educational content is in most 
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cases irrelevant to the needs of modern agriculture and a 

catalyst for urban migration. 

33. No exact figure of the cost of providing or improving 

all the necessary ingredients for a fuller human lif~ and endeavour ~ 

in the rural sectors of the developing regions of the world is 

possible but approximate orders of magnitude can be estimated. 

The FAO estimated the global capital costs needed for land 

improvement, farm equipments and machinery, livestock and building 
r 

in the region of $10 billion annually. For the expansion of 

land and water resources development, some $8 bill ion are required 

per annum. A $5 billion annual program for the establishment of 

social and economic infrastructures could have a visible impact. 

For improved seeds, fertilizers and crop protection, the annual 

working capital requirements would be around $10 bill ion. 

34. $33 billion, while a large sum, is 1/3 less than the 

total cost of importing food by the developing regions in 1985, 

. if performance of their agricultural sectors does not improve 

dramatically. Investment allocations for agricultural and rural 

develop~ent in national plans will have to increase substantially, 

from a~ ~verage of some 10 percent of total resources to some 

20 percent. Need1ess to say, these percentages vary widely for 
~ 

individual countries. But, for a global point of reference, 
f 

overall annual investment in agriculture in developing countries, 

which was in the range of $10-12 billion in the early 1970's, 
~ 

will have to increase substantially before the end of the decade. 

But not only must investments increase, they must be directed 

specificalJy to the smallholder and the poor. The aim is not only 
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increased output, but increased output equitably distributed. 

Urban Migration 

35. If such an increase in agricultural yields is not achieved, 

there is likely to be a growing food deficit and, what is even 

more important, there may be a greater drift of populathon from 

rural areas to urban cities, creating major problems for urban 

infrastructure and leading to political and social unrest. It 

is presently estimpted that of the 800 million increase in popula-

tion during 1970-85, about 500 million will either be in, or 

migrate to, urban areas. But the estimate of urbanization could 

well be larger ~epending on what is happening in the countryside. 

Unless rural areas can provide an environment which is economially 

viable, an explosive problem may be created for many cities i~ 

the developing world. 

36. The problem is aggravated by the tendency of the urban 

drift to be attracted to one major city. Of the total urban 

population of Argentina, 56 percent live in Buenos Aires; in 

Egypt 38 percent live in Cairo; in Sri Lanka 60 percent live in 
' 

Colomb<?; . in the Philippines and Thailand 45 percent live in 

Manila and Bangkok respectively; in the Sudan 34 percent 1 ive in 

Khartoum and 50 percent of the urban population of Kenya live in 

Nairobi. On the basis of a UN sample survey, already over 30 

percent of the urban population of Africa and Asia live in slums 

and ~ncontrolled settlements; the ratio i5 even higher in most 

of Latin American countries. 
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37. The economic cost of improving the present situation, of 

accommodating natural growth an9 of receiving the additional urban 

immigrants is almost prohibitive. Comparative information on costs 

of urban infrastructure is scarce. Available data indicate that 

the incremental capital cost per urban family is $1,000 for water 

supply and sewage, $500 for electricitx, a minimum of $1,000 for 

housing and $450 per student place for primary schooling. 

Further investments would be required in transport infrastructure and , 
equipment, health and other urban facilities. For the additional 500 

mill ion urban population expected between 1975 and 1985, the total 

bill is colossal. 

The Bank Program 

38. Although Bank Group lending for agriculture has trip,ed 

·since 1968, this is not enough. · It is our intention to earmark 

about $5 billion in the next five years to support the agricultural 

and rural development programs of our member countries. Such an 

allocation would imply a 250 percent increase over our 1971 

commitments for agriculture and would far exceed the current 

external ,assistance to agriculture from all 

sources which averaged $630 million a year for the period 

1966 through 1970. • Moreover, we propose that a large portion 
f 

of these funds should be directed to programs of integrated 

rural development which benefit the small farmer, both directly 

and i~directly. To help develop new approaches and to accelerate 

the preparation of these programs, we have established a unit in 

the Bank to provide expert assistance to member countries upon 

request. 
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Unemployment 

39. Increasing agricultural productivity, with emphasis on 

• the small farmer, will help to reduce the mass unemployment and 

underemployment. Poverty in many cases is nothing else than low 

productivity employment or total unemployment. But more 

immediate steps are also necessary since the number of the unemployed 

and underemployed is growing fast in the developing world. As a 

result of the post-war improvement in health standards, the labor 

force of developing count~ies is now increasing at an annual rate 

of 2.7 percent compared to,1.8 percent fifteen years ago- or by 

nearly 30 million every year. Neither the overall growth rates in 

production nor their sectoral composition nor the policies 

accompanying them have been such as to increase employment as fast 
-~ 

as labor force. 

• 40. Detailed country work· by the International Labor 

Organization and by the Bank in Colombia, Iran, Kenya, Sri Lanka, 

and Trinidad and Tobago brings out some of the stark dimensions 

of the unemployment problem: 

- In Kenya, open urban unemployment averages 12 percent 

and, if. those who earn less than a subsistence income are 

included, urban unemployment and underemployment is more than 20 

percent of the labor force. 

- In Sri Lanka, about 15 percent of the national labor 

force is unemployed; as in other countries. unemployment is 

concentrated among the young, especially among the educated young. 

For example, of the Ceylonese youths aged 15 to 19 who have 
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successfully completed their mid-secondary diploma, 90 percent are 

seeking work; even among those ~ith the same qualifications but 

aged 20 to 24, 60 percent are seeking work. 

- In Colombia, it has been estimated that in the period 
J 

1970-85, with the application of a concerted agriculturaJ develop-

ment program, rural employment could i~crease by 1.8 percent 

annually; if total unemployment were to be cut down by half (still 

leaving 7 percent of the labor rorce unemployed in 1985), employment 
r 

outside agriculture would have to increase annually by 7 percent 

or more than double the 3.2 percent rate achieved from 1964 to 1970. 

41. Measures to increase employment must have top priority in 

any direct attack on poverty. For the small-scale farmer, hope 

lies in the intensive effort to increase his productivity discussed ... 
earlier. But even the most successful implementation of this effort 

will leave large numbers of households in the rural areas without 

land and many migrants in the urban areas without employment. 

· Thus, the effort to increase small-scale agricultural production 

must be supplemented by programs directly aimed at these people. 

42. As in agriculture, the 1 imited amount of capital stock 
t 

available is not sufficient to extend gainful employment to the 

entire labor force at a high level of labor productivity. In 

addition, most of ~is capital is generally invested in a small 

modern sector, leaving a large part of the economy with only a 

meagre amount of capital. 

4 3 .. - • One school of thought would advocate that the modern sector 

should be allowed to go ahead full blast, saving and investing and 
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accumulating capital, so that it can manage a high rate of growth 

and gradually absorb the traditional sector. The risk in such a 
• 

strategy, however, is that it could lead to pronounced dualism 

and a widening of the disparities between the modern and tradi-

tional sectors for a long time to come. Moreover, the evidence 

to date suggests that growth of the modern sector will not have 

any major spillover into the development of the traditional 

sector even at a subsequent date. The alternative, of course, i s 
r 

to pull down the walls between modern and traditional sectors and 

to spread the limited amourrt of capital thinly all over the economy 

and to settle deliberately for low average productivity of labor 

so long as the total national product can be increased by mobili-

zation of the entire labor force. 
·~ 

44. Such a complete reorientation of pol icy is difficult to 

conceive and probably even more difficult to manage. While we 

do not know enough to choose wisely between these alternatives, 

. it is clear that a number of steps are feasible to increase the 

use of labor and thus provide more employment and income to the poor. 

These i~clude: 

·- Revision of the educational system to produce people who 

will innovate with indigenous materials, adapt modern ideas to local 
1> 

conditions and address the immediate, practical needs of the country: 
i 

For instance, India produces more than 20,000 engineers annually, 

many of whom are underemployed, but few have the motivation or the 

• skill.to tackle so basic a problem as food processing or preservation 

even for private profit. Yet a very large percentage of foodstuffs 

are lost a_nnually to pests and spoi iage. 
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Providing appropriate price signals to entrepreneurs. 

Undoubtedly this is not a panacea but if capital is subsidized - as 
• 

it is in many countries in many different ways -and labor is not, 

the choice is inevitable. Restoring the balance is essential. 

Beyond that the increased use of labor can be made attractive in 

many ways. For instance, better trained labor will reduce the 

preference for capital - a factor governments can affect. 

- Greater reliance on indigenous technologies. This 

will require more ~xtensi~e use of local skills and local consultants 

but, above all, it will require more investment in local science 

and technology institutions, and building a link between them and 

the producers. Indigenous technologies are more labor-intensive, 

but they w i 11 not flourish without support. 
. .. 

- Organization of rura 1 and urban public works to construct 

low cost simple housing, sma 11 feeder roads to the market, small-

scale irrigation and drainage facilities, and other similar programs 

of development requiring an extensive use of labor and relatively 

simple skills. There is no mystery about designing such programs. 

They ha~e worked successfully at various times in various countries, 

though b~ a relatively 1 imited scale. The real challenge is to 

extend t hese programs on a national scale. {Experience of selected 
~ 

countries with public work programs will be analyzed here.) 

Public Services 

45. As discussed earlier, the existing distribution of public 

services often favors the rich, the powerful and the privileged. 

-
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-The poor generally live furthest from their jobs even 

though they have th~ worst transportation system (examples). 

-Funds are readily available for highway construction to 

accommodate the burgeoning number of priv~te cars but 
/ 

relatively 1 ittle is spent on municipal mass~ transport . 

In a recent sample of . developing countries, the 

registration of private automobiles increased by 

percent durin~ 1960-70 while the corresponding increase 
r 

in public buses was percent. 

-Other public utilities such as water, sewerage, and 

electricity, are invariably more plentiful in principal 

cities than in outlying areas and, within these cities, 

in the affluent rather than in the poor neighborhoods . 
.... 

In 1969/70 only half the houses in Accra and 32 percent 

in Dacca had water connections. In Kingston, Jamaica -

a city with an average per capita income close to $600 -

only 60 percent of housing has piped-in sewerage 

service and only 70 percent units .have in-house 

electricity. In most developing countries, those who 

must rely on private vendors for their water pay 10 

to 20 times more than for piped water. 

- It is taken for granted that each private dwelling 

in the affluent sections should have an adequate supply 

of pure drinking water, but it is a matter of much 

debate and extensive delay to provide even a dozen 

communal outlets of pure drinking \-.rater in every block 

in the slum areas. 
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- Educational expenditures often favor the urban upper 

income groups whose.children have the means to attend 

the secondary and university level institutions. 

Budgetary expenditures for primary education, 

particularly in the poor areas, are more limited 

and adequate provisions for the poor to continue 

their studies are rare. (Some estimates.) 

46. When the existing distribution of public services is 
t 

as badly skewed as this, there is considerable potential for 

changing the conditions of'the poor through a drastic redirection 

of public expenditures. In this case at least, the governments 

certainly have the means- if they have the necessary political 

w i 11 • 

47. In particular, public services in rural areas must 

be increased. That is where the poor are - that is where the 

services are now lamentably deficient. It is a cruel anomaly 

· to have a problem of the educated unemployed in the urban areas, 

while the rural poor thirst for the knowledge that is going to 

waste. Every country must examine whether it can afford to invest 
• 

in higher education but fail to provide incentives to attract 

teachers to rural areas; to staff urban medical centers and to 

export its doctors<abroad but fail to send its doctors to the 

outlying areas; to build urban highways for the private automobile 

but not dig public wells for water in the villages. Resources 

are scarce in the developing countries, and their redistribution 

will not provide enough for everyone's needs but some redistribution 

is essential if the basis for a better future is to be created. 
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48. If poverty of the lowest income strata has to be attacked 

directly, we shall all have to think in terms of new and original 

institutional approaches to reach the poor. Programs and priorities 

for the very poor can only be devised in terms of their own basic 

human needs and aspirations. These must emerge from local leadership. 

Many of these programs will have to focus on community services, 

simple rural infrastructure, low cost housing, nutrition, education, 

health, and help for the $mall farmer and the small artisan. These 
f 

programs require local raw materials and local initiative, they 

require indigenous technology and, above all, they require a 

commitment of the local community to undertake programs of self-help. 

It may often not be possible to extend benefits of 

growth to the poor, particularly in the rural areas, without fJrst 

creating appropriate institutions which can reach out to the poor 

and manage the programs designed for them. These institutions can 

take different forms depending on the political, social and 

· cultural patterns in each country. They may be government-run or 

privately managed, they may be autonomous corporations with a 

good deal of private initiative, they may be managed by local .. 
leadei·shlp from all walks of life, but they have to be fashioned 

in the context of the needs of each country and must be socially 
~ 

responsive. We need intermediary institutions through which the 

national governments and donors abroad, including the World Bank 

Group, can channel much-needed resources to the poor without 

substituting their decisions and values for those of the local 

people. 
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50. What is important, of course, is not so much the setting 

up of any formal institutions but the commitment of the scarce 
• 

managerial and intellectual resources of society to the task of 

mass poverty. Today, these resources are often pre-empted by 

urban bureaucracies and glamorous projects in industry and public 

utilities. If adequate institutional responses are to be 

fashioned for the urgent and complex task of alleviating mass 

poverty, then the developing countries will have to begin by 
t 

a major redirection of their national effort • 

. . 

• 
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This is in resp nse to y:)ur m2morandum of Harch 25, llhich 

expressed concern rerard.ing thvse cou:1tries in 1..J"hic·1 achievinE adequate 

levels of fo:)d procuction wj.ll be a najor prob1~m in yt."ars to come . Your 

concern is justified both on a global J.evcl as Hell as in specific food-

deficit countries. 

2 . The rna-; o:c- det6r!1ri. .::.nt of the intensity of the required effort in 

agricul ture.l devc;lormel t i.n -, eneral and food production_, in particular , is 

the conti.nued rapid popriJ..ation c::-cwt.h. 1•~ven asswlline a 2.5% an 1ual r,rm·r h 

rat , the~ population ol' t1e de r8loninc COlL"ltries l·r".ll j ncreaso by about 

500 mi.J lion during: the 1970 1 so };.ddi tional doma11<i i'or food would be also 

genera ted oS n result of risinr:· :Lncomes. The provisional FAO indicative v·lot·ld 

I·l2n s~·w• .. m that pop .. datio::-1 grm·rtll alone would require a l O% increase in food 

supplies botue2n 1972 c:md l~h)5 1r.i_t. out any im:provem~Jnt in the quality or 

quantity o·'· inclivi ~uc~l di.ets . A further 20 percent i.ncrcc-1S·3 in demand for 

food uou.ld. result fro:n incori~~ grout 1 at tl1e ta:r:get l'r-te of the Second 

Deve1opm·:.nt Deca.ds: 
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Projected Increase in the Demand .F'or Food 
1972-1985 

(Percent) 
Total 

Increase 
I Jcrease Due to Gro¥th of 
Population Income per1feacr-

Far East 
lJear E2st & North Hest Afrj ca 
Africa (So 'th of Sahara) 
Latin America 

All Developing Ree-ions 

61 
59 
52 
5h 
~ 

39 
4h 
40 
47 
4l 

22 
15 
12 

,.·. _]_ 
17 

Source: ·~_~xtrapolated fro n FAO, Provisional Indicative fJorld Plan for Agricultural 
Development, Rome lY69, Volwne 1, P.l5. 

3. If past trends in agricultural proouction continue, the gap et\.;een 

demand and supply of food "!1d li~ estock products, Hhich if it haQ. to be filled 

by imports from other part~ OJ. the 1-1orld Hould by 198) cost the developint: 

co~~tries some ~~3 billion (at 1962 prices) compared to arow1d ~3 billion in 

1962. The major implication of these n~gnitudes is that because developing 

countries v1ould be unable to support imports at tha level, food imports rrould 

tend to rise at the expense of other intermediate and capital goods imports 

and would the~efore adversely affect deficit countries ' derelopment prospects. 

4. In order to avoid such a situation, production targets based on 

land avail bili ty and"realistic"yield increases, have been proposed by tbe 

FAO. These targets are sunnnarized in the attached Table (1) . The last colwnn 

in that table indicates that the major thrust in Asia, Near East and No:r'-,h 

Africa 1·lill have to be in the form of higher productivity per acre rather 

than throuch GA'J)ansion of land areas. In Latin America and Africa South of 

SaJ1ara emphasis is on the expansion of cultivable land. 

Deficit Countries 

Asia is expect3 - to rc1r~.ain the major fooC: deficit area. Using 

cereal production as an indicator, a detailed as .. essment of the Inaicative 

Horld Plan i~ given :Ln Table (2). The D;fp tcL'rE>L Gro-v th rates of production 
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(computed in the mid 1960 1 s) seem to be infeasible j1. de:i g by actual 
a 

achievements in/number of countries. T~_rbet rates are too high for 

Ceylon ( 13~~), for Halaysia. ( 16;~) and for most of the Near East countries 

( 5~& - 21~~). .In a numb2r of countl~ies \Jhcre tlle target groHth rate is 

not excessively hir~her t!;.an t~1e act a1, ac" j_evements could nev_~rtheles~ 

be seriously hindered b:r phy•'ical and institutional constraint.., . Of 

mor~:; coerious nature is the }'AO assurnption that 7; million hectares wou.J d 

be utilized for hieh yioldinr; varieties of cereal in the Far Eas t 

( '-'round h times the current area) .:md 7.5 billion hectares in the Near 

i!.:ast ( c-1bout 10 tirae3 the present area). Ho:r·eover, the pr bab~li ty of 

lfeather-induced clefici ts h · ve :.ot b2en incorporated. 

6. These estimates as ~·Tell as addi tj onal relevant variables 

should, therefore, be broupht up-to-date in the course of our economic 

reporting on the individunl countries - particularly those uho arc 

major food-deficit countries. Hhile e anomie and agricultural sector 

and project missions normally discuss the agricultural situation a..nd 

Goverrnn:3nt plans in this sector as a regul;:).r acti ri ty, He -:ill initiate 

discussion with the H.cgio1al Chief .8conomists on the possibility of 

de otin~ a section on the c·tat<? of food ~urplus/defici t in indj .. vidual 

count:-r:· es 1r1i th a vi.eH of presentjng ':l global food budget on an annuc.Ll 
, 

basis. Pror,ressi vely, such a budr;et uoulc not n1y analyse macro data 

but Fou d be supported by c1uC'..lit;;:tivc ~l"lo q lanti tative asses, rrtents of 

the physical e.nd institutional variables ,Jl1ich determine the rate of 

progres~ of foGd :0rod11ction in indi ridual countries . 



TABLt: 1 - AV ~~!{JI.(i8 PHUl)tJr~·r J i ,,! U i,. r:t.J IJ!{ FOOD C!,UPS lN 1Y61-63 
At~fl rwr' oi' .. r '.l;·n·J:·:.; FOi( lJo.:> 

----- - AT'.nua1 Per<..:ent of 
Area P~r ~.~.\t of Total Area · roduction Growth of Production 

19{;1-oJ----;u;---i;c;[.:oJ 19d~bl-oJ l~~ Production Increase 
1:161-63 From Area 
to 1985 Increase 

Thousand Hectar~s Percent Thousand Hetric Tons Percent. 
FAR i~AST 

Cereals 124, 5140 143, ·A) 69 65 132,).35 301:!,069 ).7 17 
Starchy Roots 1,763 3, lOLl 1 2 15' v..l 37,1..42 3. 9 64 
Pulses (dry) 26,018 33,633 15 15 13,265 27,963 3.3 33 
Groundnuts 6,962 12,753 4 6 5,125 19,611 6.0 45 
Other Oil Crop~ 8,975 12,8137 5 6 2,942 7 ,L2o. 4.1 39 
Vep,etable3 6,509 ' 9,506 1.! 4 33,530 82,919 4.0 42 
.:<'ruits 2,937 5,274 2 2 17,093 46,676 4.5 58 
Lives~ock & Products 3.3 

AFRICA SOUTH OF SAHARA!/ 
63 61 Cereals 35' lll 53,)80 25,122 50,902 3.1 60 

Stare. y :! ots 7, 84 12,020 11.: 14 44,702 eo,Joo 2.6 73 
Pulses ( ary') 7,33) 12 ,J72 13 14 2,701 5, 749 3.3 70 
Groundnuts 4,414 6,9o4 8 8 3,454 7,122 3.2 62 
Ot ,c .. Oil Crops l,8o6 3, 242 2.6 
Ver:etables 1,228 2 ,0'19 2 3 3,1)2 7, 040 ).6 9u 
Fruits 10,455 17,314 2.2 
Livestock & Products 3.9 

L.t1TIN AH.::UCI\ 
Cere , ls· 36, 861 53' 7l~d 72 70 ~o, YtH 9<J,So8 2.9 SY 
St3.rchy !loots 3,215 L,;uu 6 6 J2, 62G 5 ,hOO 2.2 59 

ulses ( dr:;) 5,775 8,018 11 11 3J 1132 6,860 3.1 45 
Groundnuts 801 l,L.Oti 2 2 1,072 1,988 2.7 92 
Other Oil Crops 1,019 2,~52 2 ) 2,655 7,534 4.6 89 • 
Veretablcs 858 1,518 2 2 7 , LlJ 16,867 3.6 69 
Fruits 2,_616 4,oo9 5 6 29,172 62,645 {' 3.4 76 
Li vestoc'c &. Products 3.6 

"' 
'SAR· SAST 1 ·m t~ORTH AFRICA ?f 

27,160 31,613 82 76 24,7lh 49,000 20 Cereals ).0 
Starchy Ftoots 152 232 l,4o6 ' 2,939 ).0 63 
Pulses (dry) 

'S· 1,472 2,422 4 7 1,234 2,908 ).6 61 
Grouncinuts 1 12 
Ot. er Oil Crops 2,220 3,404 6 8 1,355 .3, 106 3.7 51 
Ve etabl~s 1,037 1,~37 3 3 9,664 23,166 3.9 · 36 
Fruits l, 761 2,1..:02 5 6 7,807 17,973 3.,7 38 
Livestoci< Prod cts J .l 

1/ Total araa refers to identified area. 
"!./ Data for north Africa are relative to 1965 . 

Source: FAO, HlP . 



FP..H 2A2T 
Ce-;-;:-lon 
Cnina ( Tai,_ an) 
I !J.d..:. a 
Ko::-ea 
Malaysia (V!est) 
Pa~ci~tan (incl. Bangladesh) 
Phi1i;-Jpines 
Tb 3.ilanc~ 

SJ'o Total 
NSAR ~~.ST 

~ J:' • • +-.L_..:...gnaffiS vail 

Iran 
Iraq 
Jc.cd:m 
J.J~ba.ncn 

s. Yemen 
Saudi Arabia 
Sudan 
wyria 
U.).R (Egypt) 
Ye;nen 

Sub ~otal 

Gr<md Total 

1/ Avere..ge for he period 1'15?-6') 

Source: FAO, DiP . 

TABLC ( 2) - FOOD BU JT ·l'On c:~l ~ALS - 1975 
£'01 fAH. ZAS'r & NSA.{ ~!\.ST COUNTHI SS 

Production 
1968 1/ 

Dcnestlc 
Utilization 
r "TP Pos tu1ate 

1975 

(Thousand Tons, 

1,355 3,120 
3 217 4,290 

102, 2i~6 132,110 
7,331 1l,lb0 

;186 2,660 
27,067 36,1t0 

5,872 ?,':.72 
1 ~ o;., ·~ ..i.._,uu·...., 10 5 700 

15.;1, )~~s 209,:/00 

3,775 5,132 
6,600 5 -'L ,)::J..._ 

2,501 3 176 
177 ...-.' i 

)04 

75 )61 
48 197 

248 907 
1,755 2 ·' 880 
1,512 2,oL9 
7,152 9,169 

71J2 1,384 
24,645 Jh,532 

..... 81~,593 2Ld~ ~ 542 

Production Grovt1 Rate 
Actual Reo~red 

1961-63 1968- 75 . 
to· 
1967- '9 

( %) 

4.7 
3 

/ 

0 

2.9 
2 2 
2.7 
3 9 
2 .. .L 

h.5 
3.1 

0.9 
3.5 
4.Y 
2 2 

-4.5 
4.4 
1.3 
0.6 

_') 9 
J.l 

-5 .. 1 
2.7 

3.1 

to meet 
IHP Target 

( %) 

13 .. 0 
3.7 
3.6 
6.3 

15 . 5 
4.3 
7.3 
4.5 
l, l 

5.3 
3.7 
3 5 

13.0 
20.0 
20.0 
20 .. 5 
7.,3 
4.h 
3.6 
9.3 
5.0 

4.1 

152 .. :_ci tl..surplus 
in 1:175 Acsurrinr.: 
1:162/68 T~yp---

Growt Rate Ta.rge· 
Gro,,rth Hates 

( Thousa.Yld Tons) 

- 1,250 ('·,. t,J 

-/0:; 

-70 -560 
-7,210 +l,Ll9 
-2,o 20 -l,6Jl~ 
-1,470 -l,OLJ 

-800 +2, i426 
-2,930 -598 
+5, 480 +h,717 

-11,0?0 '3 7 '"' / ~____2?.. 

-1,1)2 +23h 
+1,762 +5..i..l 

+318 +230 
-358 -375 
- LL86 -4' 7 
-132 -1J5 
-639 -498 

-1,052 +124 
5~·-- ../ ( +218 

- 315 +291 
-61~2 - 31 

-3 ')~3 +119 
~::: --

-14 303 +3Ji75 



n.TST H0 \-7 dl 'LEADl: 10 ARE 

O, ~FICIAL EXCil!\ :,..,E RATE COi. VERSIONS ? 

Comment on o. paper by P.A.· Dav.id 

(Ecouo:tdc ..Tourn~d. ~ Septemb er 197 2 , pp. 97 9-90) 

~~Profes s or of PoJitical Economy, The Jobns 
Hopkins Univt>T: t-: i~··y . Th.ic; note Has 'i.·l r Jt·ten 
in the frD.mu.rork of a consuJ t"ing arrange
mL·nt \lith t-}1 ~ · Forld B.:1nk. Th0 author if; 

incJcbt.e:d to Ch,:u :- les Blit. z c :r for hclpfuJ 
corrc:Ec1 ts on n e: :1rJ icr dra f. t .:.--m.d to Jona·
tl l <Jll Levy for able rest::.:-n:ch n:::>sistu.nce. 



J.!_tst ll0_~ _~i_:~inr, :trf:~. Offic..:i.1l Fxch:m . P R:tt0 Convc•rsi0nr-. A Cntnm<"'t_!.!_ 

Bcl3 Bal.:1ssa 

I 

It is cu r ious hov..r things get rediscovcrc·d in .economics. A recent paper 

by P.A. !Jav,;,<.l (19 2) is a case in point. David ·takes to task the "perpetr.:ttors" 

of international cross-section models . for their usc of official .ex~hange rates 

to convert rwtion<1l income d a t<.1 ex ressed in domestic currency into a conunon 

un:i. t ( ill prac lice, th U.S. doll<:.l r) ; h e notes the supcrio i. ty of purch.J.sing pmv-

k 
~r parities as a conversion ratio; ~nd shows tlte existenc e of systematic 

1\ 

relationship bct,vecn purchasj ng poper pari ties and exchange ra tcs e 

The inappropriateness of using exchange rntc:.3 as a conver sion rat~io \·las 

f:i.rr::t pointeu out in my commeut ( 1 961) on H.B. Chcncry 's c1ossic article (.1960) -

j(f' Lvihi.cq David als o cites. I .ft i. :J~U!.,': f" noted the existence of a systematj_c rt~ lc-l tion-

ship Let\.Jeen purcha sing po we:;:: parities and exchange rates and analysed ·Lhc impli-

catton.s of thi c r cla tion$1dp for Ch e nery 's results ( For the sake of comple t e n e ss , 

I may add that my conclusions were accepted by . Chcnery). 

In a subsequen t contrib1tio~, I provided a theor etical justification for 

the. observed relo ·ionship lJ.e tY.Tcen purchas ing power pari ies and exchange rate s 

using a simple trade model (1 96 4) • Briefly, with intercountry productivity dif-

fe ·c cncC!S being smaller in th~ service sec. tor than j n ·he s ectors producing traded 

bA~ 
eood s and tl1e prices of trad ed goodkJ..l~. ze_d internationally, the rel[.l t ive pri-

ces of nontradcd ~oods (services ) \·Jill be posj_tivcly correlat d Hith productivity 
l/ 11 

level~; in th~ i.ncHvidua l COU!llries . NO\·J , sinc e c·crvice prices enter into pur-

clw..Jln£~ po·,,cr p<1ritJes Hithout dircctJ.y affec ting .x chnnge rates, it is expected 

t.hat th e ratio CJf purch~1~ i ll[', p \-l l:~ r p~riLic·s to exc h ang e r<.1tc s ( cxpr:cssecl as units 

1/ Th i:: cc,r ;,' l 1! ·:!r':' .: · ·· · · i··:; :t1 . . <l j,l.ti,E·T: t ~.t · \:it c :l faclor proport.ionr; .:1r c th e 
'" . :11' !1' nr · , l·n' :~ ; i11·!u . trir "; ~ it i•· l;L•iJlfurl· cd, lJIJ\·.'l'Vl'l" , if . ,.:.~r vice~; arc. re-· 

. ( . I , , . '· ' :, . , .. r. J • 
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of nationnl currency 1 c r the U.S. dollar) will rise witl1 levels of productivity. 

Corres pond ngly, in usin~ offici.J l exch.:Jnf1c raten to con ert nationul income d~t-

ta into U.S. dollars one underestirn.Jt6s real incomes in countries other than the 

United States, and th e degree of understatement will be positively correlated 

with dif fcr~nces in 1 ~7e ls of productivity. 

Taking per capita incomes Lo rcprese1t productivity levels, I tested for 

c { f6 ~ J 
the existence of this rclationsh-L amun~ tHclvc ucveloped countries :to ~ - e.--J',..._..,~ 

l/ 
~ uti:li zinr, the~ s:1~·1c data sources as Davjcl (f%.4-). In the f ollo-Jing, I '\..1 i ll 

compare my results to those obtained by David and show the existence of a syste· 

matic bias in his estDnatcs . I will further indicate the pitfalls of appl~ing 

the estimated relationship to countries that fall outside the range of observn-

tions and make recommendations for future research. 

II 

My reeression eque1t.:Lon~ re-estimated for comparability using gross nationo. l 

product r:athcr than personal income and employing David's notation, is sho\VI1 ir 
2/ 

(1).- The equation provides direct estimates of the ratio of purchasing power 

l/ 

2/ 

Hmvcver, r.-ty c alculations do not includ e the Soviet Union. There is 
no ju s tification for inclu di1g Soviet· data , in part because domestic 
and for c i~11 trade prices differ in the Soviet Union and in part b~
causc the ruble exch2ngc ra lc has been set artificially and plays 
no rcgulotjn~; role eitl cr in the dor:tcstic econ01:1y or in foreign 
trade Li1 .'1t t:Jkcs pl;:1c e in the fr.:.lr:lch·ork of bi.later 1l a2recmcnts 
A furthl'r dl.ffc:rcnce is that my data incJudc SHcdcn and ref er to 
1960 1.;-hiJ e D01vid 's pertain to 1950, 1955, and 1965. 

)\ 

Taking he U.S. dollar us tl1e nw.1~.rairc, l'j dcn;(tcs the off icial 
c:-:L:I •i·.~.c: L-Lv, l: j l.; !•. ' ]• '.:rt_!t.· . i: .. ~ ;!1-" . .'•'l- p;nity , Yj c::J> p<..:r }l(';JcJ 'in 

l· . ~~ . (1 11 . !· , 1 -~ · • : : : ~ · ·: c~·:l\', · :-1 i r' · d:•t .:1 L':·:J rl'r.sr·d jn n z1t i0n .:.11 
~· 1 • · 1 • : · i . · · . ' r t • · , ~-, j.·: ,, I ·:,· l ·· J'' '(' l" •tl', Yf c::p pc·l· hc·:td in tcn:IS 

ll J ! • I il : ,: I, , l ''.' j J '-'· • .'I l ! : rlll·.·~. , .l[; ._ i ~r 1 c; ::J• p1 · 1- h(':!d in the· UttiLL·d 
f .· •.. , I , ,. f\' • 1 
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" 1\ " (1) r1 /~ 1 c n+bY1 - 0.5731 + 0.000161Y1 ~ 
(0.0220) (0.000015 ) 

0 : 5731 + o.t. 5s6 6 :1 / Y0 ), i 2:. . 918 df-=lo 
( 0. 0'•25) 

" parities to exclz:1n~c rates (ri / ri) n_s a functio~ of per c ap i ta income diffcren-

tials, which is "the underlying structural relation 'vc have been seeking" (David,l9i'~s 

p.986n), rather th;"!1 derivinG this in an indirect fashion as David has done. 

Thus , the evidence is at v.ariance with Dz:.vid ' s statement ( 197? , p. 983) that 

~casual inspection of these statistics is none too promising in dis closi.ng a 

1\ 1\ l l 
systC'mat:.L c association between (Yi / Yus ) ·and the "agio" measure (Yi / Yi=ri / r 1 ) n. 

As will be shm·lll belo\·T, the choice of the functional form hardly affects 

the cstir:iated va1ves) provided that the relevant terms are definecl in tl1e same 

way. Thi.s is not the case, however, since David employs purchasing power parities 

calculatc:.c.l \·:rith th . . consumpt:i.l.ll1 \·Jeights of the country concerned to convert national 
2/ 

incomes expre[;sed in domestic currency into U $ S. dollars, hercas I -employed for 

this purpose tbe geo 11etr ical average of purchasing po,;.;er pari ties calculated by us 

ing U.S. and foreign w~ights in the binaiy comparisons. It is easy to sec that Da

vid's use of foreigu quantity weights introduces an upward bias in the estimates of 

f orcien incorlles. 

,, 
!/ Hhile I have used Yi/Yus rather than Yi/Yus as the independent variable, 

replacin~ the former by the latte r docs not appreciably affect the re-
sults. The alternative formulation provicles a . ., lo-v1er coeffj cient 
of deter~ninatj on ;.:hich is explained by the: mc.asurenent error due to tle u sc~ 

or purchasin3 power parities as conversion ratio in calculating the indepen
dent variab le of th(' regression. 

(la ) ri/~-1 -., 0.1~918 + 0.5139 (Yi/Y0 )) R2 ~ .864 df- 10 
(OeOJSQ) (0.0611) 

];_/ D..-.yjc] st:~ tc~; t~L'"tt }Jjr; r(•.: J i1c0:·w co~~ :).1rjson[; l1:1vc ben made by valtdn~ 
goods C(ln ~ !::•cd :in cnu1Jtrics n ther th a n the U1d tl•d St:1tcs (for ~~hort, for
c:it:n cou ntt-jL·:~) in L.~). l;ri~c~,. 1'~1: ·. it. : · thL· Uniu:d ~;t..-Jt c ~; as Ll1c b;J~ ; J s i n 
tlt L' cc, .. . 1 ,:1l:j~,,,;t.. , L: : ::. ; .: .• ~·~ !: l:...~. l~) u ·.· ill (', :. L .".lh· ~n-(·:.-t::pc qu .:nt:ity :in dc·:: 
th : tt <·'"JU:l.l· . <t v .. !lw.· .i ;:.k:: u.:.." iJ.c·L::,· . . l ·:·: ;.;! t : .••• ·d in LlH· clor;H··;tic 1,rjc( ~; of the· 
t "• rf' '· ' · f ,;. 1 ;., j, },. i I··· :1 ··.,:• .. (·11· L·::,. · !•I i,_.,. ;JJ..! ·:-:, i .c· . O! lt' ti1.::ll tt <. ,·'; 

fCI!t·i; :: t Cfll :.·l t iti ... ; :•: .. ,,;)',!JL; . 

,, 



A~~-;tndng til:tl jr1 if e:l'nct: r.~aps :tn the two ountr ·.cs. ar' :lcl e nt.J..C3.l and 

lin0:n· h,~ .-:o,.~ ·u<' us. 1! j cJ:::.: ~ · u1"' ti t u~... lon tlt c. -q·cm \-Jill 1 ''._.d ·to tl c conclusio11 tlln t 

a country's consum tJon p ttt'l"l1 ,.: ill be "sl a nt ed" to~.,rards good s ·hose prices are 

1.ndcx) <~ • .::1 · t1dcr stj:-:~.:J.tcd by u sjr1g f reign quantity vJC!ir,hts (l">aas c hc-ind ex) ~ 

·_\·Jhile thcore Lical]_y ·.d iffn.renccs :Ln t astes fnvoring hi~hcr-priccd r,o ods in ench 

coul'try could offset this substitution ef c:c.t~ there is no reas on to assume that 

such Hould be tl lC c ase~ n r ir; j_ t obse:rvccl. in the c. l.ln.tri e.s concerned. In f ·1ct' 

in 1960 the ratio of Lhe two price indices has n mean of 1.33 a1d median of 

: : • • •• ·.: .. 4 

The use o f foreign quant:ty ~eights in calcula·ing purclasj_ng power pari- ? 

ties will thus :im.part · an u "';·lard bias to estimates of 1:ea l incomes (Y1 ) in all 

count ics other th ~n t.be United States. A further source of u.p\vard bias is Lhe 

observe0 -i nv ~rse re J,:~ i.' :i.Ol>shJ.p be l. ucr>n the: ra _}.o Ji: purchc:lS -·ng pm·N~r pari tie:; cal·-

cu1 a ted 'by the o;r:. of I he T. a spc 7 l'E:S and th e Pa~wche fon uJ as ar:d p ·.::.-. ~ cap:i. t.:1 in-
1/ 

comes . 

These considerations are borne out by the empirical results obtained :i.n. 

J:j 
fitting David ts estimating equation to my uata . \.Jh ile tl e)'?> -coefficient (the 

·-·- -----~-~------------------

1/ E.·c:J·uding data for J apon, the cr:;tinate 1 copffici ent bet-,;.;reen the two 
v ariaLlcs ( -0. 23) is st.:Jt:i. ·tj call_/ sic~ni.ficant .:-•t the 1 percent l ev el. 
TJ ~c level of slf,1tific.<1nce is ~ p0rcenl if Japan is included ; the ratio 
of the two i ndi ~s i s underestimated in the case of Japan because of 
tb e J :1ck of o11sr·---vc.Lion; jn much of the service sector. 

(, 1 1 • . . ; • ' ' ~ l ' . : I t I _. ~ 1 . i ; . i I ~ !- 1 ~ ~- : ( ~ '~) i ! ' . I i . t : : l . : I ' I Jll "( r r:fo q l'.'lt in. Tlle f"' 'jU;}-

t·! .. : .,._.,, L,,·!t , ... ;t·i!.1t,_-l in :1 ·C()::• t i :!ili•d f"o 1: t h·: 't '( ~t"t.·~;~; in ~~ (Y0 / Y j_ -1) 
; 'i oj(> i· - ]_. ' , . , . 'l..i·' >Lt· ,t r,:x__) t • ' Ct1 <.'l 

: .:, 'l • • J • • -.,. · - . ,1 ~' .. ,.t' \.{3). 

I • 
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re ~rt~s.-1('1\ cocffj_ ".icnt for t 1c indLpcnctcnt vari.:lble) in the qua ion ~tJm .:1 t:cd 

u.tili z:i.r l ~ ~s con 7 lt" ~.:;lon ratio s I urc1Iasing power pat·iti.cs ·Calculated 'tvith v 
foreign qu~nti ty weif;hts (Pansch i11dcx ) conforms to the " four-ni.nt h s rule" 

_!/ 
David h:1 s enunciated, this is replaced by the "five- ninths rule" if we employ 

it.steCJd l>ur chasJng O\vcr p ar) tics calculated· as the geometric mean of estimates 
2/ 

obta irPc! by uc;ing U.S. and forei~n v:eights C?ishcr i ndex ).- Reformulating D~-

vid'u sl~Jtement, tl1i ~ · \·J ill mean th q t ",,re are led to .:1 simple rule of thumb: the 

(2) 

(3) 

}_/ .i' / 

\ I 

l/ 

Yr ' v .F 
o l 1 l 

, . ,- ,L; ;;_ :, " 
= 0.552 + 0.448 (Y0 /Yi), 

(0.025) 

, !kj- ·~; . ; -'"' r{ A 

- 0 .453 + 0.547 (Y0 / Yi), 
(0.017) 

1 ~.~ 
= 0.967, df = 

.J -~~ f: .. 
0.989, df = 

11 

11 

l'~or ir:l there evidence of an "up1.vard drift" of the p -coefficient as al
l eged by David (1972~ p. 985) . The differences between the results ob
t aine-d for 1950, 195 5 , and 1960 ar c not statistically significant at 
th e 5 percent l eve l and the higher 8- coeffici ent ob ta in C'd by Davj d 
for lS GS is cue to t he inclusion of data for the Soviet Union and Cana-
da. A~ It o tcd above, there is no justif ication for including Soviet 
dnta. In tu rn, the ratio of the exchange rate to purchas i ng pouer p a
rity David usC>d for CanDda is app.:1rcntly in error; in 1965 the c.xch anr,e 
rate \·:ra.s 1 .07 Can<.:di3n per U.S. dollar nnd the purchasing pO\·H~r parity 
C0.1cu ]nt C' cl at C.:1nadinn ueight~; 0.97 (D<Jly and Fc-llterc, 1967, p.289), 
the LJ. ti o of the tuo b eing 1.10 ag.:Jinst a r.:1 tj o of 0. 93 used by David 
( 19 7 ?- , p. 9 89) . Ex~] udi ng tb c Soviet ~nd thP Cano.d L"ln da t3, .\·Jhic 11 do 
not figure in David r s c nJcula t ions for 1950 and 1955 , the [3-cocffj cic·nt 
\-:jL! 1' ·-· 0 , .'· 1 · .. · ~ , : .- · l j- , ,·;t_ ~-i : ·:~i~ :l·.l:-.tJ:: d i i": - vr~...· nl .:.!l: th e 5 pc.:rcent l(:VL:l 
frc n the r,· ·~·tdt:~ nl)t.:: i!; t' .l fcq· t hr· ol!1r•r tl l r~· c· yl' ;n · s . 
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strai.~}_l ~! __ l?xch.'1r~_g_c L:1tc conv~rsi.on cxorC' ._.§.i:!2F2lLJn_£~ s in c! ~ 11nrs_" (David, 
1/ 

197 2, p o 985 -- Italics in he orir,inal) .- · 

The diffcrcnccs:in the two sets of estimates of real incomes can be ro-

ther large ; in 1960, real per capita incomes in Italy will be 35 percent of U.S. 

incomes i .f calculations ar e mad e using the Fisher index as against 47 perc~nt 

us ing the Paaschc index (a t official exchanr,e rates~ the ratio is 25 percent ) . 

The differences \vi.ll incrpase f urther _f the· "rule of thumh" is applied to make 

e stima ·cr for oun ries ·\.vLos ,., per c .:1pi ·a incomes f< 11 outside t he limits of the 

sample. 

III 

The last point leads to the qu estion of the applicability of the observed 

relationship t o countries \vi th lo\ver incomes~ Hhile at one point David seems to 
~j 

preclu~e this, his first major conclusion on the ad justmen t n eeded to compare 

real incomes in dev e loping countries and in the United States ( 1972, p.987) is 

based on an extrapola tion ~f the relationship obtained for developed countries 

to the dcveloping·nations. This i .twolves extrapola tion outside the range 

of observat ions: ,.,rhile.· ·incomes in t he first group of countries are in the 

range of one-fourth to three-fourths of u.s. per capita incomes, 

in the second group per capita incomes aver3gc five. .percent of U.S. incomes and, 

in some important countries, such as India, Pakistan, and I ndones ia, the ratio is 

It should- b e added that i f we use the same price index in the calcula
tjons, the choice of the functional form \vill not ap preciably .:lffcc t 
the results. Thus , d ifferences in the estimated valu es of both rJ· ! i: . 

- l 
and Y0 / Y1 de rived from the equations ( 1 ) and ( 3 ) in no c as e exceed 
t\vo percent. 

"Tltc lindt<ltions of t he available dr ta pt·ccludc fruitful discus~don of 
lh\2. question of Lhc .:-tppli ·ab.lli t y of the lZule of Four Ninths to cono
Llil: ;-; .L· .... J.:> t! \.· lj'· 't ~ ' · ~,.l Llt .. :.i l ti 1o~~L~ r · 1 ~ r · .~L · tlLt:J itt tl1c 1)r .. Sl"~ ll t r,; ;.l;H ille't (1 971 , 
p. ~{~~)) . 
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...... ~ . . 

only 2 pl.~rcent. 

It is He] 1-kn ivn t'ltat extrnpoL1t on outstdc th · nge of observati ns 'n-

creases the st~ndard error of the forecasts to a considerable extent. Using Da-

vid' ~ equn tion, the s Lin< ard error of the force. .. s ·t of the ratio of U.S. incomes to 
/ .. \.; 

income s per head .in the country in question will be 1.2 for the average . develop-
I ·~ . --

ing c 'untry onl 7.9 for India as compared to esti1ated values of 9.4 and 22.6. 

TI1crc is further thE~ question if the underly: ng relationship is indeed 

l-1 nf' CJ.l • Hhilc c luster qf dat~ can oft n be described by a variety of func-

tional forms equally \·n~ ll, extrapolated figures may differ vlidely depending 

on the func tional fonn used·. This is no in the present case as the statis.-

tical fits obtain ·d by usine; linear, log l:i.near, and enli-logari thmic forms 

l.l 
are rather sinilar, yet extrapolated values of the ratio of U.S. incomes to in-

co~es per head in the cou t_y in question will be, respectively, 9.A, 5.9s and 

!:._/ The regt·ession results obtained by David using a linear equation and 
those calculated using 1og·-linear and semi-logarithmic forms are 

. 1\ -2 
(4) Y0 /Yi- 0.559 + 0.44l(Y0 /Yj), R = 0.910, dr = 29 

(0 .013 ) . 

1\ -2 
0.009 + 0.583 (log Y0 / Yi), R - 0.906, df 

(0 . 035) 
/I 

(4b) Y0 /Yi ~ 0.839 + 1.029 (lo£ Y0 / Yi) , Rz 0.828, df 28 
(0.087) 

28 

Tlte sensitivity o[ the results to the choice of the functional form 
is fu r lhc r i ncl lc .:.:. t c d by tho L~ct th.1t \vhjle the inverse log-function 
a.1so l.>:·n_· a zo J ~;~- :1tj~, t:ic .1l fit (fi2 ~ 0.871;), the project~d values 
of 70 for :11 ~~ver:a~~e d e veloping country anll L14 .400 for India arc oG-
viou s ly no1 sensi c l. /~e \Y\V~?.n'-'_ lo-y e~uu+tv¥1 l.S ~ lo~ ~ . .:::. #d,.l.r Y0 ·- ,QLf 7 

, . (l...d_ :; , ~ ~ '-f- J. {:- =· ;)_ g I I ( • 0 1_5) Y, 
D.:~t · :1 rcfc'r to J<JG ot the y(~ar U ~vic.l u ~.:l~~ :in l i ~; c ::1p;1 ri~;ons ( 1.972, 
p.r''J7 ): t1 .. . ~: 1·• ':•' hc~"n onv . ·rt(.'d z1L Jffjcial cxc h ~lli/; rntcE; (United 
; ~,"1L t u :1 :.... , 11;71) . 
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l/ 
3.9 for the aver~gc developing country and 22.6, 10.0, and 4.9 for Ind1a. 

IV 

Last bui not leact, the qu cst jon needs to be raised if it i~ at al l m0nn-

ingful to apply a relat ·'ons hip obs erved in developed·coult ries to the dev~JopinG 

countries. For various reasons, I would answer this qu .s tion in tl1c negat:v . 

First of all, \·:hile production, consur.-1ption, nnd trade patterns sho .J consider 

able similari.ties among the developed countries, there are substantia-l differ··· 

nces betwe~1 developed and developing coun.ri s in pcrticular i1 the scop. and 

the relative importance of nontraded goods. Differences in natural resourse en-

dov,r.nents, too, are reiatj_vely small among the developed countries but widen to 

a considerable extent if we include develo~ing countries in the group . Now, as 

non traded goods us e relatively small aillOunts of natural resources, their rela-

tive .prices \..rill tend t:o rise Hi th per capita endowments in these resources, 

the ~eby \veakeiling the I"el a tionship bct\..:r.een inc.omes per head converte~l at officia l 

exchange rates and at purchasing pm.;er parities (Clague--Tanzi , 1972). 

And while, tariffs being relatively low, it can be assumed that the do-

mestic. prices of traded goods tend t"o be equalized among the developed countries, 

1/ Replacing a lin~ar by a log-linear or scmi-logari~wic equation will also 
affect David's second major conclusion that ' 1 exclwnge rate conversions ... 
v7ill !!.:~~f.;_i2__~_ the app e<1 rancc of any dc&rcc of convergence of the develop
ing coun rj cs' _per___s:~~ incomes tm·1ards the levels enj oycd iu the coun
tries t:l1at occupy the u.E.Per r.: nks of tltc international income distribution. 
This mar,nification j_mo.yj obscure the c):istencc of relatively f~ster per 
~npita . income zro'.-7th at the lm.les t end of the inlcrn<1tional rank.i.n6 (1972, 
p.987 -- italics in the orizinal). \.Jhile these col elusions hold if a l i -
near equationnl form is used, nejther of tlem will apply in a log- linear 
relation~; hip tlt.J.t involves proportional adjustments; furthermore, the de-
gree of ovc'rslater.lc:nt of the gr \vth rate \vill be t:reatcr at ·the lov..rer than 
at the hi~·. l1C':· ::, ~·.:·: ~.; ]l '!L l jf ·a st.•:-:ll-loz~arit 1 l:.dc form i s e-mployed. 
For cor.pJ c t cncss , ] c•t r , ..... .:-tdd t·h.:lt the choj cc of functionnl fornr; does not 
affl'C't: Dnvi.d 's th1r..J J;1.1 jor con c1u~;ion :t~; r~ ···. :1rds the underc ~~tir:-1ation o: r'!.:l.s
t:irjt ·icr; e~;t j y·':tl Pc! fr om c·ro~~c:-~:cctjon l;tL<l convL·r r•cl at ffic.ial exclt.:tn)',C 
t·:ltf'. :llti ~; cnll( ' ]r!•;i<n li:t; ) ,,. , .n :llltirip.1L<·d in I'•:1L1.s :l, ]q(j], t·Jhc>l"<~ the> 
1.· ·· ·' · .: • r · I 

I ' i r' 1 • : ; { • , : t t · ' 1 .~'. 1· ; i ; -, , l i '~ • : 1 1 1 :·' • 
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thi will not be the cas in developing ountrics where ariff avero~es oft ·n 

rf' ·1ch 100 per ·cnt . .High tariffs, in turn.~ lowc1· the e.xchan ,e rate ne ""Cssary 

·t0 111aintain balance-of-pa) ... i11Cnts equilibrium , and thus raise the rat:i.o of pur-
l/ 

chasi1g powe r ~~rities to exchange rates. 

Apart from tariffs, develop:Lng countries increasingly use export ~.ubsi-

dies The comb ~ination of the t\.JO is a substitute for. devaluation in the sense 

that n parti~ular level of domestjc prices and balance-of-payments equilibrium 

cDn be attained \..Ji th various combinat ions.· of tariffs, subsidies, and exchan _.e 

rat cs ~ For exaL ple, if ba1ance-of-payL~lents equilibrium is reached under free 

tr:adc at an exchange rate of.· 100, the same result can be obtained \·lith a · 100 

peL·ccnt. tariff-subsidy sche.1·ne and an exchange rate of 50. Nmv, with domestic 

prices bclng the same in th2 two situations, the ratio of the purchasing po"tver _ 

parity to the exchange rate will be -vlice as high in the second case than :tn the 

first. The results ar modified if we also consider capital movements and nontracl d 

goods without however affecting the thrust of the argt~ent& 

Finally, the calculations are based on the assumption of equilibrium in 

the balance of trade that was by-and-large the case in the developed countries 

durino- the period under consid era tj_on. However, in developing countries Hhere 

about one-fourth of imports are financed by the inflow of foreign capital, the 

actual exchange rate ,,rill be lower than the rate vJld.ch would ensure equilibrium 

in tbc balance of trade in the absence of a capital inflow. Correspondingly, 

the ratio of purchasing power parities to the eq1iJibrium exchanee rate w{ll be 

·ovcre::.>timated, and the degree of overestimation ,.,ill vary Hith the percentage 

ll 

difference betHcen the actual and the equilibrium exchange rate. The magnitude 

A 1 8 c , d i ~:; ~) ,~ r ~ j o :1 .J r o · 111 l L h e: ave: r ~1 g L' in t r 0 d u c c s c on s i d c r a b 1 e err or 5 n 
tlh' c.:1J C'Il :•t: L'.' :l:;. .:c ' l- ~il- ~' t !l· ::\: ccnclu~;ion:: affected if quot.:.1s a c 
u~:l'd ln Llt-.· pL.c · uf l"lriff.;; : t.>. n '.·J 1 cc.:d Lo ca culat·,... the t.:.triff 
(•qu i-_.- 1.l t.::l l ui lju~t ... ~; . 
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of the p0!."":!3iblc ;'"lrror is indicated by he fact that the "hare of impo1·ts fin~nc 'd 

1/ 
by the inflo\J of capi.t.:1l varies grC'~tly amo 1g dcvclopi t[; countries. 

These conclusions arc borne· out by the r 'SUlts of Clague and Tanzi ( 1972) 

for nineteen La tin American countri cs which shm.; a very 't•:eak relationship or no 

relationship at all bc>twe c n the ratio of pur~hasing p.m.;e.r p· rities to exc~angc 

rates and per c.:1pita incomes , depending on whether incomes expressed in nat:Lon.::tl 

A 
currency have been converted at official exchange rates (Y1 ) or at purchasing power 

2/ 
parities (Y1 ) .-- The st·.1tis tical fit improves to a considerable exten,t if we re-

place per ·api.ta i comes Ly a v a ria 1 le epr s cnting the ratio of nonhuman to 
1/ 

human capital ~n the regressions. 

The work of Cl~~1e a nd Tanzi re~resents a~ important step in explaining 

differ nccs b etween purchasing power parities and ~xclwnge rates in developing 

countries. They can be faulted, hm.;ever, for. interpreting the ratio of non-

human to human capital as a proxy for natural resources per head since this ratio 

is also affected by intcrcot~iry _ differences in reduction functions a1d in phy-

sical capit.al per head. Also,. for various reasons, the ratio of import duties to 

imports ~ill not appropri - Lely indicate the protective effects_ of tariffs. Firstly~ 

import-weigh~ed averages ·give ~igh weights to low duties, low weights to high 

duties, an~ zero weight to prohibiti1c dulie Second, even using properly \veigh -:cd 

l/ 

!:I 

3/ 

Data for the largest developing countries are: -Brazil, 23 percent; India, 
31 percent; Indon E~~;ia; it., percent; and Pakistan, 43 percent (I I3RD, 1971). 
They ref er to the r a tio of tl1c net inflow of capital and changes in re-
s c r v c s t. o the v .1.1 u '· of j m p or t c; of good s ·and s c rv ices . 

The coe fficient of determination is .24 in the first case and -.05 in the 
second; it rises to .38 and .02, respectively, if <1verage import tariffs 
and C'xport to.:·:~s ;J. rc introduc cd 3S e.:plo.n<1 tory variables (Claeue-Tanzi , 
1972). 

Tho C0'':fjc~ :tt nf clr· \C"r':1in-lt- ion is . 70 jn this ca~:e -- Tn tlH~ rcp,rcs
siui l , Ci .:, ,;u~ : <.t , ,1 ·,·· "<: i. u~ . , ·, l (!. i.l.l.~. .. .- r .... ·n c '-·s i>L"l'.,1L'C·n actual incomes nnd 
l . . . · · . '· . : ~ : : ' ·. . . . . . • 1 i- , ! : : , · ~ : • , · 1 c • f J t : " :·m c 1 i) i L' ] in t It c p ] a c c o [ L h e 

r. ~ ~ ; ~.. • '- '- :.; : .. : ..... :: : L._, .: L: ..... I l t' .. 1 (j l_j ~·~, p.E). 
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tariff <.tverD"eS, one negl cts the cff cts of quantitnti.ve r s tr:i.ctions th·tt 

have bt· ·n of lntport:1nc ~ tn so!r1c of •·he Latin 1\mcric.:1n countr1cs. Thirdly, 

while consumers react to the nor.1inal tariffs us d in the calculations, for 
ll 

produc ers ffectivc tariff protection is re~evant. 

Further progrtss in the explanation of the ratio of purchasing _powcr 

p'c.riti cs to xcha1H~L: rate~· would requ.iTc introduc:in~ the natural resource 
];_/ 

variable directly in the r('t;;rcssions. It would also be desirable to provide 

i mproved 1nc.1sures of prot;:c.ct:Lon, to introduce vari.1bles reflcctjng the relative 
}__/ 

i mportance of indirect to direct;. taxes and of tourism, and to examine the ex
If I 

tent to whjch the estimated relationships vary among country groups. Research 

along these lines would hopefully permit obtaining more reliable ind icators of 

relative income leveJ.s that can in turn be used in internatiora~ cross-section 

. model ...... · 

1/ All three points arc discussed in Balassa, 1965. 

2/ In a recent contribut5on by Kcesing And Sherk ( 1971) population density 
has been succes sfully used as a proxy for natural resources per l1cad. 

3/' A l-d Gh ratio of indirect to direct taxes as well as a high proportion 
of tourism in export earnings will tend to raise the ratio of purch~ s
ing po-v1cr parities to exchange rates (Dalassa, 19(Jf, p.596). 

T! 1:!~: , c ~1 ~· ~-: ~ r •t1rl 1H" ·.f ry of :1j plying 
<T , .·· . ·l r· :' i· · · .,,·r·." ' n :.n"tllt ' r <1,!-; Cl::~: u• 

L: : : i 1 ,' . ~ .. r · :· i (' : l ( ] '_) 7 7. , p . l J ) , . · 

tl c rl!] a ion ::ld p obtai ned for one 
nncl Tonzi su~~cst in the cDsc of 



Purchasing Po~er Parities and Exchccge Rates, 1960 
(Nationa.l Currenc y pe-r · S Dollar) ' · 

', 
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chant:;e Rate ·· 
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(~) 

(1) (2) 

De lar .1.0 
Dol lor 0.996 
FrJn c 50.0 
FrJ.nc 4.90 
:-:<Jrk 4 . 17 
:."ra 620.6 
_, 
r 1. rin 3 . 77 
""o·.mci 0.357 
:·rena 6.91 
r~rona 7.14 
Krona 5.18 
Yc:~ 359.6 

Ba lassa, 1964, Ta c .1 
United Nations, 1970 
.. OO(colu~n 7) : (co lu:nn 6) 

At US Quanti 
ty r;'eights 

(3) 

1.0 
0.935a 

44.7 .· 
4.47 
3 . 86 

574.0 
2.96 
0.338 
6.06 
6.810 
5.29 

255.2c 

~:c~: a: ~-~ived fr ~ da~a in'Daly and ~a ters, 1967 . 
~)Co-? ted fro~ c o£u~n 5 on the assu~ption ·tha t th~ · 

ra~ ~ of t:lc .JS?cyrcs (col•.Jr:n 3) a:1d Paasche 
(colu~n 4) indices is the sc~c as for D n~ark . 

c) Cc-:-. put~d from dntu in 'Ana ysis o£ Price Compari• 
e:onu in Jar::z.n _end he U.S.", Econom:c 3 lleti , 
1963. 

At ~ational Qe~n- GeoQetric Mean 
tity Weights cf Ccls. 3 & 4 

(r) 

(4) (5) 

1.0 1.0 
0.907

8 
0.921 

36.5 40.2 
3 . 23 3 . 80 
2.73 3.25 

330.0 435.0 
2.13 2.5 
0.22J 0. 294 . 
4. 70 5 .34 
4.SL,L 5.74 
4.1~b [,,. 66 

l93.l: ~ 225.0 

• 
.. 

, . 

As a Percentage of 
the Ex change Rate 

(lOOr/~) 

(6) 

100 
92.8 
80 .4 
77.4 
77.9 
70. 
66.6 
82 .4 
77.4 
80 . 4 
.. 0.0 
62.6 

At Officia ... Ex- Ar. ?~:.:::-•. :s~ : · 

change Rate Po~~ = ?a r~ty 
(Y') (Y) 

I 
I 
I 

' •• 

(7) 

2830 
2163 
1243 
13 37 
1301 

703 
930 

1378 
1300 
1264 
1749 
461 

(8) 

233J 
233. 
1552 
1 ~...,-
~ I 1.. I 

11) 70 
l.)Q 3 
., , -, 
J. -t I • 

1672 
16EJ 
1572 
19!..~ 

73? 
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---- I fir.d the fir~t p<-.. rt (l)ages 1-6) lack ir.r, it cl.r;ri t y . Tn pa.rticular 
it fg~ls to t ~:s . ce t he ~fst5nction l•cn:een a.l· s cl~tc er-.d rcl~tive:: pcver ty: 
w'hi.~h it cu~ht to do rir;ht a~ thn t ~·t.;inuin~ . I su g-:.,~st the followin3 
b~o~~ cutlinc in the l'~P~ t~at it ~~ y be sta · ~d in fd lrl; simp l e prose 
'"ith the supr·ortin~ stati stic.:!. !. J.r-_·i.ly sor.;:c~,i:1~ t. dov....-lpL:;y...:: .. i : 

1. ~;:·lt.t e r \ ; c a~:-:~.in;~ at in o ·: r cievelo~:r..e1~ t prog r2 i7: ::2 for the 
nexc rive or fifteen years? 

2. It 5~t n0t to rter ro-:.· the [" r.p l-et,.,.-e~n t:~ ~ i. r.du~t:'..·~ :.-:ltr:-r-1 ~r.d t\c 
non-il .:lu strialisc<l, i.e. poor countries. Th is is not po.?stble in the 
ne8~u r~blc future. 

3. It i to u se e. ~ re 2'4 of t~e i ncre~~n t of the -w~<l l th of the 
ind'.t&trtAli s ed nations to help t:.C!~ .. ~ .. ----;~aticns to b~ co~ ~~e ri,.:bcr. 
and so C~!J~ble of having a r:•o1·e dec£:nt - y o.r.= iiie. '.fhis is 
tr~di t io~J. l t;L1" pol icy. c:la.t is new i~ t'.~c: 

4. A large part of the i:v:r E! t·-:~!!!_ which re~n lt~ froD develor;!.1ent in 
the n on-i.u ... ustr.~lised co ~!!'ltri es should tc r-obiliscd i:1 .a direct 
n~tac~ on absolute ?OY~rt: ~r in ::ho~e cou:.., tri..:3. T:lis i~ pr1narily a 
dor.1cstic nnd polit.:.c~l u~cision for the L.:J .C., l;.uc the Lllnk can hl..:lp. 

5. t--n\ere in th is P.}, 3clutc pc·vc:-ty, (I.e. t:-,c p~jOr(.; ;.; t p~opic) tv Le 
found? In the r ural e.rccs. $o il i s u~ · L ·.~ 1:ura l (il"~~ s L -1:1 t • .... a r.n.!3t 

de.r. l vith poverty ty direct ~cticn~ Bnd r~ '-> t. t y ~ tr i~!~lc do~,.~ f l· (,i:-, th r~ 

Y~elth creat~d i~ th~ modern sector in c ~ti~ 3 • 

.. 
f.. Tht!"' t:-t'for :: t ·:- ~~::.:..:. !. -:.:lt:~ _:..:~vlui:C ~- .:;-.',:!r _.,. t'- ~5\: ~~ , . ~t icrit. ? a'!. ; ·~ 

of l:h~ developnent <.'ff: ..,rt, u s:ir: ~ the b c.Rt p :~oplc t;: r~<.i . .:::.. L~d s n·;:~i J~bl(;: . 

It ·must not be secoutlary to the L~ullernisot:!-;>n•irtdustT:..alir- ;l tion !":·~.) ~ !" ;:~. 

7. w-:'1y is thif-l a hi[h priori ty? (i) t n orol•hunani.t ~:"i<ln rC': S!. o~-:~ ; 
the. ob .1 cc t ive r. f clcve lopr. e:tt i "> the grea \~o ·; t t:cn d oi t' , ~ 0 r t1.:: :-: . ... , t 
t•Ul'11-~c r, £nd if £4 d~vclo:)~tent pl a~ Only l ~~: l tu th(.! pQoplc in t!~~ 

moc.;ern s~~tor i.t is failing; (ii ) rc~ , on ~~ cf pru0~r- c-.; th~; gre.:\ t 
~cod 0f th2 poorest countries is food , their grtatest unu ~ed ecsa t 
1s lnLour in tte rural, i.e. food growing areas . 

8. P.ow is this to ba done? Tt1~re follo•,., Lhc s cc tic:-t:; on rerlll 
development C\nd employment poltc ic~ etc. 

I f) Q 0 

t 6o 



l:herc is a dan ger th~t t h is thc~~,c ui.ll appcnr Sm:ltt!l->httt n. r ro~ant 

,.,nd godli~e. I';H! arvs::ent is ad.:rit t e c! ly for politic.nl a cti c·-: \ 
! 11 s~ite of c ur Arti~le s. i:~ .. .-~ d0 \<'~ j;u:; tify !"C'!:·! i r;_r.z t }~ -:_ t f l~dr;lir.g 

}, .n.8. (''1'\."'V~r~·"'en ~ sh o•J ! ·~ t · ~. ~~rt~~:-: ·:::-:: ~!. :: ! 1;,· :. :;:-..:!t.::!:-1 (; (iv :;..._.;_~ _, .1u .itic o ,·•..: 
di~tritution, educetioT~nl equality etc. ~.:r'1e n t Le fr~~e i~':! t_tSt':."If!lis!!d 

world ht .. s so far to go? ( S~hool b t' .3 ir.s on tbc cr:~ hand. nt:d the 
~c!!!!ittcd el: t r e;.7:C glol;al ine~1!..t~li~y u..:~~uns crated by the Gap). 

Are ve just rccor:1r.1endit1e courses of nctio-:1 for others thRt t1e 

don't intend to follow ourselves nr;-:> t;hat I s.rly, not ·\',.;hut I doH? 

Is this the E~nY.'s neo-colonielis:':l condcnning tha L.D.C.s perr:lllnently 
to be hewers of •:ood ~nd dra \-ers of ~rnter? 

1 think frenk replies to this neod to be ssid· 

1. LDCs cannot progress along 19th Century lines of industrinl 
develorr:lent. certainly not ir::-.~diatcly, if eve r. In the i• : 0 (H3tc 
future their great interest is to ensur~ a rele~ivcly good life for . 
their tnts.jority population- the farr:..crs, on ~tc r,1 the "-'hole state depends 
also for food. 

2. Nothing in this prevents a gro~irg industrial base, but that 
in itself is not enough. 

3. 'rhe Bnnk is ready to h o lp in b (1th ~-ny~, but tl c dc cifiions must 
be taken by the 1..l)C.s thC'.1iscivcs, \.Jho \?ill pr'?vi . ~ r ;\tst o~ th~ effort. 
The r.nnk is not forcing a certain cours e on a clicr:t. hut po 1.l tting out 
choices fo its me:~~bers. 

Page 14 

Thera is need to ~how that the Green Revolutio·., has had successes, 
and that the world food shortages arc not a sign of its f3i.lure but of 
its litait:a tions. 

Page 2 .. ~ 

Need to sho";;1 how our nd·:ocaey of l~bour intenslv~ industr-y fits in . 
with our earlier 1·cc<>t!zmenuation of export oriented industry4 

·~ \ 
I 

; 

\ 
\, . \ 



Mr. John L. Maddux, IPA 
Apr I 1 2 3 , 19 7 3 

Pedro-Pablo Kuczynski, Division Chief, PPO 

Additional Data for Annual Speech 

1. Further to my memorandum to you of April 17, 1973, I am adding 
the following additional inform tlon: 

2. 

1/ 

2/ 

3/ 

4/ 

t • 

ii. 

Rural-urban split 

In rural India, less than 10 percent of India's high school 
graduates and a negligible 6 percent of India's university 
graduates are employed in agriculture (where 70 percent of 
India's labor force Is engaged). Even more disturbing is 
that with rising education levels, the brain drain from rural 
to urban centers is intensifying. A survey of Delhi University 
students showed that 22 percent came from rural areas (though 
only 3.8 percent from farming famllltel}' yet only 1.1 percent 
wished to return to agricultural work.- The occupational 
breakdown of employed graduates makes It clear that very few 
had In fact returned to the vl11ag s-a generous estimate 
would be Jess than 10 percent. 2/ 

In 1963, Colombia was selected for a comprehensive health sector 
analysis conducted by the Government and international foundations. 
The survey showed that 20 percent of the populat .ion, mainly In 
rural areas are beyond the reach of even the most elementary 
medical assistance. Bet~1een 50 and 75 percent of all rural 
household occupy what are essentially slum dwellings with 
no water supply o sanitation. One-fourth of the population 
suffer from gastro-intestinal diseases. Among their children 
six out of ten suffered from serious malnutrition. 3/ Yet 
Colombta•s public health expenditures in the mid sixties amounted 
to some $100 million nnually- less than double the average 
annual expenditures on highways which service the 225,000 cars, 
buses and trucks in a nation of 22 million (In 1970). 4/ 

A. M. Khusro, A Survey of living and Working Conditions of Students of 
University of Delhi, Asia Publishing House, London 1967, pp. 31, 72 
and 77. 
V.K.R.V. Rao, University Education and Employment, Institute of 
Economic Growth, Delhi, pp. 10-11. 
D. K. Zschock, 11 Health Planning tn Latin Amerlca, 11 Latin American 
Research Review, University of Texas, Vol. V, No. 3, 1970. 
International Road Federation, "Highway Expenditures - Road and 
Motor Vehicle Statistics," Geneva 1973. 
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iii. In survey of 11 African countries in 1965, 60 percent of 
n tional and xpatrl t doctors were located in the capital 
citl s who population is less than 10 percent of their 
eountries• total population. Where health services are 
nominally avallab1 • the quality is of dubious value~ ln 
Malawi, rur 1 hospl ta 1 ass 1 stant uexamJ nesn on average 
150 p tl nts in a morning. At pres nt. over a third of all 
Sudanes doctors work in Khartoum where about 5 percent of the 
population Jives. Thl phenomenon can also be clearly seen 
in Asia, l t1n Amer1c , nd the Middle E st. As capital 
cities beco r 1 tlv ly saturated, the tend ncy for medical 
personn 1 Is not to move to rural area but to migrate. 
Already some 35,000 medical graduates from schools in 
developing countries ar working in the USA and e UK; 
the cost of ducating them had been close to $700 mllllol), 
borne by the countrJes of their birth. Yet while ther is 
on doetor for very 860 people in the UK, there is onJy on 
for every 5,000 tn India and one for very 30,000 1n Ug ri • li 

). Public v. private transP?rt,atlon .. Regular surveys of transport 
statistic in a number of countrl s show that the registration of private 
automobil s Increased almost twfce as fast as the Increase In public buses. 
Thus, during th econd half of the 1960's, the increase in the number of 

utOJJK)bt 1 s In Chi 1 was 43 perc nt against a 24 percent incr s In th 
of buses. In lndon s I , th rates of Increase wer 27 percent and 11 percent 
respectively. 1n India, 33 p rcent ag inst 21 percent and In Pakistao the 
number of automobile lncr ased by 19 percent while the number of buses 
ac.tua lly decl in d. 2/ 

4 Access to Credit. In Kenya~ credit r aches less than 15 percent 
of th nd less than a quarter of thos with large enough 
farms to use credit ffectlv 1y. I In Thailand, only about 5 percent of 
the credit advane d In agriculture In 1963 came from institutional sources, 

nd desplt the five-fold increase in Institutional credit between 1964 
and 1970, its proportion to the tot 1 value of agricultural production 
remain Insignificant - orne 2.8 percent .. lt/ In India, the share of 
Institution 1 credit sources accounted for 3 percent of total credit 
In 1951 and Increased to n impressive 25 p rcent ten years later. 5/ 
However, the expansion of credit observed In many dev loping countrTes 

1/ 

2i 

ft 

Oscar Glsh, nHealth Planning In Oev loping Countries, 0 The Journal _of 
eveJopment tudles, London, Vol. 6, o. 4, My 1970, pp. 67·75. 

International Road Fderation, op. cit. various tables. 
USDA, • Agricultural Credit In Kenya,' 1 1973. 
u. lele, nRole of Credit and Marketing Functions In Agricultur ,J 
Development, ~' p. ]. 
P. K. ukh rjee, "Institutional Framework of Agricultural Production 
in the ECAFE Region, UN Report of Fifth lnt .rreglona1 Semfn r on 
Development Pl nnlng, u 1969, p. 49. 
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is clearly not benefi t1ng the smal Jer farmers. In India. farmers with 
up to two hectares r presenting 60 percent of owners and 80 percent ·of 
the land obtalned less than 28 percent of the available institutional 
credl t. lf 

5. Attached are tables on urban unemployment, rural v. urban 
Incomes, and income distribution in agrlculture and in the rest of the 
economy. Again, as wtth the statistical information I sent you last 
\'leek, al J this should be Interpreted rather carefully, since often 
dIfferent sources confll ct with on . another. At so, he re llabi 1 i ty 
of the data is often doubtful. 

cc: t-t·r. Stern 
Mr .. Haq 
Mr. Me utd 

Attachments 

l / Lele, op. eft., p. 9-
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Importance et coroctt~ristiques 

Tableau IS. Taux de chomage urbain et rural (en pourcentage de Ia popu-: 
lotion active) r , .1 v 

... , ; ..... ·[ ' ·' - . t 

Pays 

Afrique 

Algerie 
Burundi 
Cameroun 

» 
COte-d'lvoire 1 

Ghana 
Maroc 
Nigeria 
Tanzanie 
Zaire (Rep. dem. du Congo) 

Amerique 

Antilles neerlandaises 
Argentine 
Bolivie 
Chili 
Colombie 
Costa Rica 
El Salvador 
Guatemala 
Guyane 
Honduras 
Jamatque 
Panama 

)) 

Perou 
» 

Urugua,y . _ 
venezJc'Ji ~ ·,;6"1" -

» 
)) 

. v .e. llt "\.. ~ .t.l..L!--_ 
As. '8,r,..., t\.. 

Ceylan 
Coree 
lnde $ 

Indonesie 
Iran 

)) 

Malaisie (occidentale) 
Philippines 
Singapour 
Republique arabe syrienne 
Thailande 
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1961 
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1960 
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RELATIVE POSITION OF RURAL AND URBAN INCOMES 

Regional Distri-
bution of the 
Population in 

* 
Per Capita Income ($) the Lowest 20% 

Countries Urban/ Income Grouf; 

N . 11 I at aona - Urban Rural 
Rur~1 21 Rat 1o- Rural Urban 

% % 
Braz i 1 420 587 215 2.73 62 38 

India 110 190 76 2 .sol'. 
Venezuela 980 1 '288 515 2.50 73 27 

Mexico 670 895 387 2.31 69 31 

E1 Salvador 300 451 197 2.29 100 

Costa Rica 560 725 394 1. 84 76 24 

Puerto Rico 1, 650 1 '774 . 1 '044 1 . 7r)j! 

Argentina 1,160 1 '179 1 ,026 1 • 15 22 78 

* Ranked in descending order of the urban/rural income ratio. 

1/ World Bank Atlas. 
2/ UN Economic Commission for Latin America, Income Distribution in 

Latin America, New York, 1971, p. 105. 
3/ V. Gandhi, Tax Burden on lndianAgriculture, Harvard Law School, 1966, p. 56. 
Til R. Weisstoff, "Income Distribution and Economic Growth," Yale University 

Economic Growth Center, 1971, p. 319. 
(--)Not available. 
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Table Measures of Income Ine9uali t:z:: in the t.g:::icul tural and 

Non-Agricultural Sectors 

Averc.ge Standard 
Ir..come Coefficient Deviation 

Percent of Relative to Gini a/ Kuznets b/ of Qf Logs l 
Familje~ Agriculture Coefficient Coefficient Va.rit +:ion Of Income Ske;.:r.ess 

(1) (2) (3) (L) --,rr== (6) xn 
1. Puerto Rico 1953 

a. Agriculture 31 100 0.323*- 4 7 .()Oil- 1.015* 0.568* 0.106 
b. All other 69 157 0.422 64.06 1.140 0.771 0.121 

2. Puerto Rico 1963 
a. Agriculture 17 100 0.414* 61.60. 1.156 o.61a. 0.275 
b. All other 83 170 0.442 63.98 1.003* 0.855 -0.075 

3. Argentina 1953 
a. Agriculture 21 100 0.499 76.82 1.805 0.746 0.585 
b. All other 19 113 0.38}* 55. 70. 1-501* 0.57~ 0.300 

L. Argentina 1961 
a. Agriculture 16 100 0.489 74.LO 2.086 0.716 o.55L 
b. All other 64 131 0.41~ 60.20. 1.551* 0.622* 0.))0 

s. Mexico 1963 
a. Rural 44 100 0.475-- 69.90. 1.290 o.eos. 0.310 
b. Urban 56 231 0.521 77.35 1.23~ 0.976 1.144 

6. U.S.A. 1957-59 
a. Farm 12 100 0.415 60.60 1.088 0.724 0.174 
b. Non-farm 88 174 0.34~ 48.20. 0.974* 0.641* -o.oos 

7. U.S.A. 1960-62 
a. Farm 10 100 0.416 60.20 0.929 0.749 0.128 
b. Non-f~ 90 172 0.34c,.. 45 .oo. 0.702* 0.68'* -0.116 

Note: * indicates the more equal sector. 

!f The Giri concentration ratio relates the cumulo.tive ownership of land area to the land share that would ~ held 
by recipients ur.der tr.e c ond.i tions of 11perfect equality" of land ownership. The ratio apliroaches zero as the 
cliotribution approaches perfect equality (i.e., one percent of the farmers own one percent of the land) ~~d 1.00 
as the concentration of land owners~ip increases • 

.,£1 The Kuznets ratio is similar to the Gini ratio. It is calculated as the sum of absolute differences betlo\een 
shares of land and percentage share of ownership. Values for the Kuznets ratio vary from zero at perfect equality 
to 2 • 00 at ma.xilnum inequality. 

Library source: Richard Weisskoff, Income Distribution and Economic Growth in Puerto Rico 1 Argentina and Mexico, New 
Haven, Connecticut: Yale University, Economic Growth Center, 1971, p. )19. 



Sector 

Ver.ezula Y 
Rural •••••••••••• 
Urban •••••••••••• 

Large cities 
Small cities 

Mexico Y 
R\.J:ral •••••••••••• 
Urban •••••••••••• 

Mexico 
Agricultural ••••• 
Non-~gricultural • 

Brazil 
Agricultural ••••• 
Non-Agricultural • 

Costa Rica 
Agricultural ••••• 
Non-Agricultural • 

~,_ Salvador 
Agricultural ••••• 
Non-Agricultural 

Argentina 
Agricultural 
Non-Agricultural • 

TablA 

Average 
Incomes 
(rural 
average 
a 100) 

lCO 
250 
27L 
176 

100 
231 

100 
1$8 

100 
273 

100 
184 

100 
229 

100 
115 

RurGl ar.d T~ban Ir.cor.es a~d tr.e P.elative Co~osition 

of the Income Structure of Selected Countries 

Percent 
of all 
Ir.come 
Units 

Percentage composition of different Income groups 

40.8 
59.2 
45.2 
14.0 

44.2 
55.8 

43.7 
56.3 

45.4 
54.6 

50.0 
50.0 

60.2 
39.8 

14.8 
85.2 

Lowest 
20% 

12.9 
27.1 
10.9 
16.2 

68.7 
31.3 

68.2 
31.8 

62.2 
37.8 

76.4 
23.6 

100.0 

21.9 
78.1 

JO;! below 
the r.:edian 

48.6 
SJ..L 
34.7 
16.7 

54.7 
45.3 

56.) 
43-7 

80.3 
19.7 

87.9 
12.1 

20.0 
80.0 

JO% above 
the median 

28.7 
71.3 
59-3 
12.0 

26.6 
73.4 

34-5 
6S.S 

23.8 
76.2 

)0.4 
69.6 

lS% belcw 
t."lc top 5% 

16.3 
83.7 
73-2 
10.5 

21.S 
78.5 

26.4 
73.6 

17.3 
82.7 

23.3 
76.7 

12.2 
87.8 

Top 
5% 

12.2 
87.8 
76.2 
11.6 

10.7 
89.3 

20.7 
19-3 

12.1 
87.9 

19.6 
80.4 

18.8 
81.2 

14.9 
85.1 

!/ The Venezuelan and Mexican classifications differ somewhat. In Mexico the urban category includes all cities with 
2,5~S or more inhabitants. In Venezuela the dividing lir.e is 5,000 inhabitants. About ).) percent of the population 
in Venezuela resides in towns of from 2,500 to 5, 000 inhabitants. Small cities in Venezuela are those with 5,000 to 
25,000 inhabitants, and large cities those with 25,000 or more. 

!4!?.rary source: United Nations. Economic Co~ission for Latin America. Income Distribution in Latin America, New York, 
1971, p. 105 
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47. In particular, public services in rural areas must be increased. 

That is where the poor are - that is where the services are now lamentably 

deficient. Environmental conditions are closely associated with the 

pattern of distribution of income and wealth. In most . developing 

countries , - the avcrabe per capita rural incowe is le8s than half that of 

the urban population and often, as in Brazil and India, is about one-third. 

Between 60 and 100% of the population in the lowest income group li~e in 

the rural areas of developing countries. The upper ~u percent oi "the 

population,mostlyin urban areas receive between 50 and 60 percent of the 

national income. This uneven distribution is aggravated by a more 

iniquiteous distribution of health, educational opportunities, social 

and economic services. 

In rural India, less than 10 percent of India 1 s high school 

graduates and a negligible 6 percent of India's university graduates are 

employed in agriculture (where 70% of India's labour force is engaged) • 
. 

Even more distrubing is that with rising education levels, the brain 

drain from rural to urban centers is intensifying. A survey of Delhi 

University students showed that 22 percent came from rural areas 

(though only 3.8% from farming families), yet only 1.1% wished to return 

to agricultural work.!/ The occupational breakdown of employed graduates 

makes it clear that very few had in fact returned to the villages - a 

generous estimate would be less than 10%.~/, It is a cruel anomaly to have 

a problem of the educated unemployed in the urban areas, while the rural 

poor thirst for the knowledge that is going to waste. 

1/ A. M. Khusro, A Survey of Living and Working Conditions of 
Students of University of Delhi, Asia Publishing House, London 
1967, pp. 31, 72 and 77. 

~ V.K.R.V. Rao, University Education and Employment, Institute of 
Economic Growth, Delhi, pp. 10-11. 
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47b. In 1963, Colombia was selected for a comprehensive health 

analysis conducted by the Government and international foundations. 

The survey showed that 20% of the population, mainly in rural areas are 

beyond the reach of even the most elementary medical assistance. Bettveen 

50 and 75 percent of all rural households occupies what are essentially 

slum dwellings with no water supply or sanitation. One-fourth of the 

nonu1at·on suffer roM ~~stro-intP~t·n~1 d·~eRs~s. ftmon~ the·r 

children six out of ten suffered from serious malnutrition.!/ Yet 

Colombia's public health expenditures in the mid Sixties amounted to 

some $100 m. annually - less than double the average annual expenditures 

on highways which service the 225,000 cars, buses and trucks in a nation 
( ·~ liP~i -~------

of ze.. million.- These and related findings are not 
1 

developing reg~ons of the ~xl,dT--------------------------~~------------------

. 47c. r in a survey of 11 African countries in 1965, 60 pe"rcent of --------national and expatriate doctors were located in the capital cities whose 

population is less than 10 percent of their countries total population. 

Where health services are nominally available, the quality is of dubious 

value. In Malawi, a rural hospital assistant "examines" on average 

150 patients in a morning. At present, over a third of all Sudanese 

doctors work in Khartoum where about 5% of the population lives. 

2/ 

D. K. Zschock "Health Planning in Latin America," Latin 
American Research Review, University of Texas, Vol. V, No. 3, 
1970. 

International Road Federation, "Highway Expenditures - Road 
and Motor Vehicle Statistics," Geneva 1973. 
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This phenomenon can also be clearly seen in Asia, Lat i n Americ a , and 

the ¥addle Eas t . As capital cities become r el ativel y s aturated, t he 

tendency f or medical personnel is not to move to rural areas but t o 

migrate. Already some 35 , 000 medical graduates from schools in devel op-

ing countries are working i n the USA and the UK ; the cost of educati ng 

t hem had been close to $700 million borne by t he countries of t hei r 

birth. Yet while t here is one doctor for everJ 8 '0 people in t he UK , 

there is only one for every 5,000 in India and one f or every 30, 000 in 

Nigeria. 1/ 

47d. Other general facilities in the form of transportation, 

communications, storage, etc. are equally absent, and are effectively 

sabotaging progr ess in rural areas. A farmer with an ox-cart in wnich 

it ldll take a whole day to go 7 mil es to market and back, and little 

or no ready money in his pocket is simply not capable of commercial 

farming in a modern sense unless supplies and services are brought 

virtually to his door. The choice is between help from his Government 

or from his more powerful neighbours - on their terms. 

47e. Every country must examine ... 
Paragraph 45, Second item in Po 24; replace the last four lines with: 

Regular surveys of transport statistics in a number of countries show 

that the registration of private automobiles increased almost twice a.s 

fast as the increase in public buses. Thus, during the second half of 

the 1960's, the increase in the n~~ber automobiles in Chile was 43% 

against a 24% increase in the number of buses. In Indonesia, the rates 

Oscar Gish, 11Health Planning in Developing Countries," 
The Journal of Development Studies, London, Volo 6, No. 4, 
Ma - 1970, pp . 67-75 . . 
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of increase were 27% and 11% respectively . In India, 33% against 21% 

and in Pakistan, the number of automobiles increased by 19% while 

the number of buses actually declined.!! 

Paragraph 29, Line 5 from bottom; add: 

institutional credit. ~n Kenya, credit reaches l ess t han 15% of the 

smal and less than a quarter of those with large enough farms 

to use credit effectively.5/ In Thailand, only about 5 percent of the 

credit advanced in agriculture in 1963 came from institutional sources, 

and despite the 5-fold increase in institutional credit between 1964 

and 1970, its proportion to the total value of agricultural production 

remains insignificant - some 2.8%.21 In India, the share of institutional 

credit sources accounted for 3 percent.of total credit in 1951 and 

increased to an impressive 25 percent ten years later.~/ However, the 

expansion of credit observed in many developing countries is clearly not 

. benefiting the smaller farmers. In India, farmers with up to two 

hectares representing 60 percent of o\vners and 80 percent of the land 

obtained less than 28 percent of the available institutional credit.~ 

2/ 

y 

4/ 

51 

International Road Federation, op. cit. various tables. 

USDA, "Agricultural Credit in Kenya," 1973 

U. Lele "Role of credit and marketing functions in agricultural 
development" P. 1. 

P. K. Hukherj ee "Institutional Frame1.;ork of Agricultural Production 
in the ECAFE Region, UN Report of Fifth Interregional Seminar on 
Development Planning" 1969, P. 49. 

Lele, op. cit. P. 9. 
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29a. To improve the agricultural credit component of an effective 

rural development program, at least ••• 

Paragraph 44, add: 

Despite the economic and social merits of rural works, 

Government are reluctant to appropriate sufficient funds for these 

programs. The administrative problems cannot be exaggerated, parti

cularly the required degree of plannin~, decentralization and 

financial supervision. However, many countries have achieved successes 

in this regard and the lessons of experience could be beneficially 

exchanged. Examples of allocating counterpart aid funds (Norocco and 

Tunisia_) of land armies (Mysore State in India and 1-~auri tius), of 

oreanizational leadership (Comilla in Bangladesh) need to be closely 

assessed and adopted. 



Mr. John L. Maddux, IPA April 17, 1973 

Pedro-Pablo Kuczynski, Division Chief, PPD 

Annual Meeting Speech 

1. As I told you thfs morning, we are developing much more information 
than we have in the first draft on subjects such as the urban-rural split, 
public expenditures of the poor, access to credit, the effect of the Green 
Revolution on employment, the experience in rural public works, etc. I 
hope to send these additional data to you later this week. 

2. I attach the following: 

(1) A set of tables on agriculture. 

(2) A piece by Uma Lele of the Economics Department on rural poverty. 

(3) Draft report by Keare of the Economics Department on the 
conclusions of his survey of four cities. (Ahmedabad, Seoul, 
Lima and Kingston). 

(4) Tables on income distribution prepared by Mr. Tiemann, 
of the Development Research Center. 

(5) A draft profile of poverty in Panama prepared by Mr. Arun Shourie, 
formerly of the Bank. 

(6) A draft monograph of income distribution in Peru prepared by 
Professor Richard Webb of Princeton University. 

(7) A report by the US Department of Agriculture on agriculture 
in the developing nations (belongs to Research Files). 

(8) A draft on income inequalities in Rural India by 
Mr. Vatdyanathan of the Bank. 

(9) A piece prepared last year for Mr. McNamara on growth and 
inequalities with special reference to India by Mr. Shourte. 

( 0) A draft report of the Peru urban and regional mt·ssion 
(2 volumes). 

(11) Draft profile of poverty ln Guatemala prepared under Bank 
auspices by Professor Webb of Princeton University. 
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(12) My draft of the El Salvador economic report (pp. 1-9 
are profile ·of poverty). I am sendlng you my own draft 
b c:au e I consider that the Region.• s y llow cover suppressed 
some of the import nt material. 

(13) Poverty ln India by Oand kar and Rath. 

(14) Employment and incom distribution In Ug nda prepared 
by a team rom the University of East Anglla, 

(15) Draft of the urban sector urv yon Zaire (3 volumes). 

(16) Income distribution in Latin Amer ·ica, a study pub) I shed 
by ECLA. ( own copy) 

(17) Report of th ILO mission to Kenya (library copy). 

(18) Tables on social indicators from the UN Report on the 
World Social Situation. 

3. In ddttlon to th abov, the following, which re available 
within the Bank, revery useful. 

(J) Statistics on trends in developing countries, 1971 
(Blue bookl t prepared by Mr. Hayes• Department). 

(2) Economic Staff orklng P.aper No. 113 on agrlcul tura 1 
employment In the LDC 1 s by Prof ssor Walt r P. Falcon. 

(3) Bank Report o. 53-TR on employ nt In Trinld d nd 
Tobago .. 

{4) Board Paper No. R72·94 on the mployment probl m nd 
nk op rations. 

(S) USAIO Development Perspectfv s {1972 - booklet of 
comparative world dat ). 

(6) ILO. r ports on mployment In Colombl and Sri Lanka. 

(7) Y 1low eov r dr ft of Mexico ba lc economic report. 

If. I would greatly appr elate your re~urnlng the Items In p r • 2 when 
you get through wl th them. 

Attachments 

cc: Mr. St rn 
Mr. H q 

\ 

\ 
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Hollis B. Chenery y\iY[/ 
Draft Outline of the 197 

Following their discussion with you last month, Ernie 
and Mahbub have prepared the attached outline after a 
preliminary check as to what basic material could become 
available. It is still a rough sketch of the kind of themes 
which might be included in the Annual Speech but I am 
sending it to you in case you would like to see it at this 
stage and give us your reaction before you leave next week. 

I have some doubts as to the wisdom of taking up 
these aspects of the income distribution theme again this 
year when we will have relatively little new material . 
A year later you could cover most of these ideas with much 
greater authority. Assuming that you want to stay in this 
general area, I think we could do somewhat more with the 
tradeoff between growth and distribution and tie it into a 
clearer statement of Bank objectives in its second five-year 
program. 

Attachment 

cc: Messrs . E. Stern (o/r) 
~- Haq 

vp. P . Kuczynski 
Wm . Clark 

MHaq/HBChenery:csm 



DR~1T OUTLINE OF THE 1973 A~uAL SPEECH 

DRAFm 
Haq/Stern/rso 
January 30, 1973 

1 . Introduct~on: Li~~ up with the major themes in the 1972 Speech. Two 

aspects to mass poverty and income distribution - external and internal. 

2. External: (i) World income distribution. Accelerated growth in 

income disparities between the rich and the poor nations. 

(ii) Need of the LDCs for more trade (draw on prima~ exporter 

paper) but growing barriers (examples). Compulsions for 

a more equitable sharing of benefits from exploitation of 

natural resources. 

(iii) Trade not enough ; aid also essential (refer to ODA 

estimates). International community has generally 

distributed aid in accordance with need with the 

exception of India (Mr. Chenery 's article J. But past, 

present and future levels of aid are inadequate and aqy 

major attack on poverty would require more resources 

(as well as new methodology) . 

(ivj Interdependence of world prosperity . Can the rich nations 

maintain their accelerated growth wnile a gro~ung majority 

of mankind remains impoverished analysis from economic, 

political and social angle. 

3. Poverty Problems ~!i thin : Poverty has many faces. To move from description 

to policy, one must distinguish between the problems of urban and rural 

poverty. 
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aterial on rural-urban income 

Distribution of public services - rural/urban 

Social aspects of rural and urban poverty 

Vngration 

4. From Diagnosis to Policy Formulation: This section should link the 

diagnosis of the problem to the need for new policies by emphasizing 

that: 

a direct attack on poverty must be mounted as the 

indirect filter-down effect of growth rates takes 

too long and is inadequate; 

a comprehensive program for such a direct attack can 

be formulated by the developing countries themselves: 

the internationa_ world can only help those who demonstrate 

the 1vill to change; 

given the initiative in the LDCs, there are a few selected 

areas where tne bilateral and multilateral donors, including 

the Bank Group, can play an increasingly active role so as 

to combine economic growth wit~ greater distributive justice. 

5. Reaching the Rural Poor: 

(i) Nature of rural poverty - numbers involved, magnitude of 

poverty. 

(ii) Integrated rural development programs - mistaKes made, 

lessons learnt, successes achieved . 
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(iii) Raising agricultural productivity of the small farmer 

(credit, extension, input s ) . World land availability 

and use outlook - contrast between Asia and other LDCs . 

Critical role of land reforms - experience in selected 

countries . 

{iv) Fole of publicly financed works in reducing rural 

unemployment . 

(v) The special problem of the landless . 

(vi) How to bring relevant education to the rural areas . 

6. Urban Poverty : 

(i) Degradation of the cities - migration data; public 

services; why do people move . 

(ii) Absorptive capacity of the modern sector . Adaptive 

technology . Labor absorption in industry . Public 

works . 

(iii) Provision of low- cost housing can help both employment 

and d:istri buti ve justice : 

Estimates of total world requirements of housing . 

Cost of providing adequate housing to the poor 

masses. 

Role of public works programs in enlisting community 

self-help in building low- cost housing . 

Site and service projects . 



(iv) Spatial planning. 1 ew to1ms. Regional planning . 

Land use. 

(v) Municipal reform. Local authority. Administrative 

improvement. Municipal tax base . 

7. Bank Group Role : Some indication of the qualitative targets of Bank's 

next five year plan (74-78) . 



EDUCATION ( 
Nature of the Analysis 

- General agreement on the importance of education for develop-

ment despite the conflicting views about what the content 

of that education should be. 

- Review the size of the educational requirement of LDCs and 

its cost. Review the debate about the need for radical 

change in the content. The financial wastage in present 

LDC educational systems (rural schools with incomplete 

cycles, very high ratio of repeaters, academic-oriented 

secondary and university education, etc.) and the social 

consequences of the wastage (frustrated expectations, emigra-

tion of skilled people, etc.). What is the appropriate 

level of educational expenditure at different country income 

levels? 

- Analysis of the link between the employment problem and the 

inadequacy of educational systems, particularly in rural 

primary education and in urban vocational training. 

- Education's role in long-term changes in income distribution. 

- Criteria for an effective, development-oriented, educational 

system. 

- The Bank Group's financing of education. Measures to support 

reform such as financing of rural primary education, incen-

tives to redistribute educational services, support for 

regional technical universities. 



Advantages of the Theme 

1. Education is a high priority item in Africa; 44% of Bank 
# 

Group lending in educat ion has gone to Africa. 

2. Operational subject. Solid achievements; rapid growth 

expected. 

Disadvantages of the Theme 

1. Too narrow, even though several other subjects (employment, 

distribution of public services} can be linked to it. 

2. We are likely to have little to say on the conceptual side. 
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EMPLOYMENT 

Nature of the Analysis 

- The problem of unemployment is wide-spread and growing. 

Increasing documentation (if not precise data) is available 

from the ILO Missions - Colombia, Iran, Kenya, Ceylon, 

Philippines - and our own country employment work. (The 

report of the Bank employment mission to Trinidad and Tobago 

is in draft.) 

- Employment is closely related to both the problems of income 

distribution and productivity. 

- More emphasis on employment raises a number of controversial 

issues of policy and theory, including the trade-offs between 

labor and capital intensity, the trade-off between initial 

investment and maintenance and the potential relevance of 

intermediate technology. On the first two major research 

projects are well underway and work is also in progress 

on intermediate technologies. 

- A discussion of employment would also link up with the 

problems of urban migration, rural poverty (a major study 

of African Rural Development will be completed), education 

and population growth. 

Advantages of the Theme 

1. It represents continuity with the theme of mass poverty 

but provides a basis for more concrete program proposals. 



2. It is timely to extract the lessons of the rather intensive 

studies of employment and translate them into policy 

conclusions. 

3. Employment is an area where the Bank can play a fairly 

important and direct role both through its advisory 

function and its lending program. 

4. Several specific proposals for Bank action might be 

possible, including our willingness for a major involvement 

in financing work programs, and assistance to indigenous 

technology institutes. 

Disadvantages of the Theme 

1. The speech will be in Africa, where concern with employment 

problem is still relatively small. 

2. It might be seen by some as "overtaking" the ILO. (This, 

however, can easily be handled in the drafting of the speech.) 

3. There might be too few action recommendations. 



LEAST DEVELOPED COUNTRIES 

Nature of the Analysis 

- Definition of the problem of least developed - manpower, 

capital, limited market, relative isolation. Why problem 

of least developed particularly intractable. 

- Special problems of least developed in trade area (draw on 

Primary Exporter Study) 

- Aid and capital flows to least developed. 

- Status of special programs for least developed. Role of the 

Bank Group. 

Advantages of the Theme 

1. It is a topical subject and has been commended to our 

attention by UNCTAD. The Speech could provide a timely 

opportunity to make our record better known to the world. 

2. The UNCTAD list of least developed countries includes 

fairly small economies, mostly in Africa. The Chairman

designate for the next Annual Meeting raised the issue of 

Bank Group lending to small countries at the 1972 meeting. 

3. The focus on least develped countries fits in with the theme 

of mass poverty taken up this year. It would also enable 

us to raise related themes - education, regional integra

tion, rural development. 

Disadvantages of the Theme 

1. It tends to bless the concept and list of the least developed 

countries, which does not contain some of the poorest countries 

in the world, e.g. Bangladesh. 



2. The least developed constitute a small fraction of Bank 

membership. While their problems should not be ignored, 

neither should we become so preoccupied with them that we 

ignore the problems of the bulk of the poor. 



REGIONAL INTEGRATION 

Nature of the Analysis 

- Economic integration as a need for the rational development 

of small economies, especially in Africa. A review of some 

of the problems of African development, underlining the costs 

for small economies of developing basic services and infra

structure which could be provided more rationally and cheaply 

through realistic schemes for regional integration. 

- Examples of some of the advantages of integration. While 

integration is not a panacea, it can - if properly implemented -

provide a useful stepping stone toward rational industrial 

development and permit the establishment of a common front 

in the negotiation of trade problems with the outside. The 

problems faced by developing countries in having access to 

markets in industrial countries for their non-traditional 

exports could be reviewed, perhaps in the context of the 

recommendations of UNCTAD III. 

- The reasons for the failure of integration. The reasons why 

the integration schemes of developing countries have not 

achieved their objectives, especially the unwillingness of 

members to avoid duplication of industries and services. 

Statistics for Latin America and Africa on the number of 

national airlines, shipping lines, fertilizer factories, 

steel mills, universities, etc. and the excess costs which 

they represent. 



- The Bank Group role. This section would include a review of 

our assistance to specific integration schemes (loans to the 

East African Common Servi ces Organization, proposed loan to 

to the Central American Bank for Economic Integration, Mekong, 

West Africa River Blindness, possible technical assistance 

to an Arab Development Fund (?), etc.) and of our more 

general assistance through the expansion of · regional offices. 

Advantages of the Theme 

1. It is a topic of substantial interest in Africa and relates 

to the problems of the least developed. 

2. It relates to a number of general issues such' as dependence 

on primary exports and market access. 

3. Substantial data is available. 

Disadvantages of the Theme 

1. The action program is bound to be weak. While the Bank can 

do more to assist regional schemes, the subject has important 

political aspects which have proven hard to deal with. 

2. Outside a pledge to do more of the same, there is little 

new to be said on either the conceptual or program side. 
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PRINCIPAL PROBLEMS IN RELATIONS BETWEEN 

RICH AND POOR FOR THE DECADE 

t 
Natuf e of the Analysis 

- Concern with development has focused largely on the internal 

problems of LDCs. Because of the success of the growth of 

many countries in the 1960's, it is clear that there must be 

a broader framework, i.e., how to integrate LDCs into the 

world economy. 

- Discussion of export performance; relation of trade to evolu-

tion of economy. Barriers to growth, trade in natural 

resources, ownership and management of these resources. 

- Analysis of evolution of capital market - equity investment, 

supplier credits, growth of non-equity flows. (Distribution) 

- The service of international economic infrastructure to LDCs 

(shipping, banking, insurance). Impediments to intra-LDC 

trade. 

- Concern with development cannot be limited to aid flows. Aid 

flows remain vital for large number of countries, and fall 

well short of need. But for growing number of countries, 

capital can be obtained at commercial or near commercial terms. 

For both groups of countries it is time to define our views of 

what comes "after aid". What problems are there. How do we 

begin to plan for them. 



- Role of the Bank. Obviously all countries and many agencies 

are concerned. Bank can assist in defining problems its 

members face as they move more broadly into the world economy; 

can provide technical assistance to its members in broadening 

their access to the non-equity capital market; its lending 

program can support regional integration, strengthen competi

tive position in trade, move primary exporters up the processing 

ladder and facilitate structural adjustments attendant on 

more open economies. 

Advantages of the Theme 

1. Looking at development through the aid telescope is 

increa~ingly outdated. The time is ripe to spell out that 

growth of LDCs means more participants in the world econo~y, 

more competition, more nations with a stake. in monetary 

affairs, shipping, trade negotiations. 

2. There are few others who have the kind of forum and vantage 

point which are the necessary basis for a global overview. 

3. The areas of potential confrontation between LDC's and 

industrialized countries is growing - natural resources 

(OPEC replications) , monetary reform (blocking of 72/73 

SDR issuance), private foreign investment, trade negotia

tions, global pollution problems. Unless these are put 

in a framework of common objectives, they will continue 

to fester individually. 



Disadvantages of the Theme 

1. The subject is complex and we might not be able to encompass 

it. ' 

2. Direct Bank action is limited. 

3. The subject is political and may set off controversy, 

affecting IDA. However, this may well be more a function 

of how the topic is treated than of the subject itself. 
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Distributior. ~e~;~~s of Development 

Nature of the Analysis 

- --~ Record of growth in past decade compared to expectations. 

·--~ Distribution of aid (HBChenery material.) Link between aid 

'- / . 
A 

flows and growth. 

Criteria for aid allocation. Small countries; least developed~ 

large countries; poverty; performance. 

Role of th~ i~ternational aid coordinating mechanism ·in 

. distribution. Relation of aid flows to capital movements and 

trade. 
. -+ . 
Link to internal distribution problems - distribution of income; 

.assets public services. Role of government in distri~uting real 

income. 

Employment and income. Measures to increase remunerative 

employment. 

'.• 

.1 , 
I 

. Specific exb.mples· of policy areas fo :c ·actio·n - housing, land reform, 
! 

· public wo~ks (work is· in progress o n all three). Examples. · ! 

. ~ . :· 
of j ow government _ expenditur~ pa~terns exacerbat~ ~istributi~n ~ 

1: . 

Bank progran. 

Advantages of the Theme 

1. · Direct follow-up o~ th3 · 1972 Annual speech. 

2. T~~ic conti~ues to be of major ~onc~rn and woul~ piovide an 

oppo~t\J.nity to sp~ll ou·t in more · de.t~il :Banri actions in ·this ·area·s ·. 

·· 3. The discuss~ .on would be . timely, sin.c::e · ·it could b~ relat~d to IDA 

replenishment and SDRs, if necessary. 

4. The topj,c lci ·broad enough to .· incl·ude comments on einploY'merit, 
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education . and the integratic ~l of LDC's into the world economy. 

Disadvantages of the Theme 
· ~ 

1. D)rspite its importance, it · was the topic in 1972 and it might 

--~~ - be useful to cover another i .ssue this time. 

--~. Internal distribution problems are not as acute in Africa as 

elsewhere. 

New prescriptions will be few; our knowledge of the problem will 

be better but only marginally 

,. ,, 
j: 
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I 
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TO: 

FROM: 

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM f.Je-~ 
Mr. Robert S. McNamara 

Ernest Stern ~, 

DATE: December 19, 1972 

SUBJECT: Themes for the 1973 Annual Speech 

Attached are four possible themes for the 1973 Annual 
Speech. For each theme there is a brief outline and a 
short statement of the advantages and disadvantages. 

The themes are not mutually exclusive {e.g., the 
education topic has a good deal to say on employment) 
but are intended to designate the main thrust. In each 
theme it is possible, and probably desirable, to 
make mention of the special problem of the least 
developed countries and the need to support regional 
integration movements. This is spelled out in the 
poverty and distribution topic but can also be incor
porated easily in the others. 

Please let me know when you are ready to discuss this 
further. The selection of a topic should be based not 
only on the importance of the topic bu.t also on how much 
we are prepared to say about specific actions or policy 
changes. 

Attachments 

cc: 
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EMPLOYMENT 

Nature of the Theme 

- The problem of unemployment is widespread and growing. 
Increasing documentation (if not precise data) is 
available from the ILO Missions - Colombia, Iran, Kenya, 
Ceylon, Philippines - and our own country employment work. 
(The report of the Bank employment mission to Trinidad and 
Tobago is in draft.) 

- Employment is closely related to both the problems of 
income distribution and productivity. 

- More emphasis on employment raises a number of controversial 
issues of policy and theory, including the trade-offs 
between labor and capital intensity, the trade-off between 
initial investment and maintenance and the potential 
relevance of intermediate technology. On the first two 
major research projects are well underway and work is also 
in progress on intermediate technologies. 

- A discussion of employment would also link up with the 
problems of urban migration, rural poverty (a major study 
of African Rural Development will be completed), education 
and population growth. 

Advantages of the Theme 

1. It represents continuity with the theme of mass poverty 
but provides a basis for more concrete program proposals. 

2. It is timely to extract the lessons of the rather intensive 
studies of employment and translate them into policy 
conclusions. 

3. Employment is an area where the Bank can play a fairly 
important and direct role both through its advisory 
function and its lending program. 

4. Several specific proposals for Bank act1on might be 
possible, including our willingness for a major involvement 
in financing work programs, and assistance to indigenous 
technology institutes. 

Disadvantages of the Theme 

1. There might be too few new action recommendations since 
this subject has been touched on in several recent speeches. 

2. The speech will be in Africa where concern with employment 
problems is still relatively small. 

; . 
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DISTRIBUTION AND POVERTY REVISITED 
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Distribution of income, assets, public services. 
Role of government in distributing real income. 
New, specific information on sample countries. 
Examples of how government expenditure patterns 
exacerbate distribution. 

- :Employment and income. Measures to increase remunera
tive employment. Synthesis of lessons learned from 
ILO and Bank country work on employment. 

Education. Role of education in determining income. 
Level, content and distribution of education. 
Measures to increase relevance and efficiency. 

- Least developed countries. Special nature of problem. 
Status ·of programs for least developed. Bank program 
in least developed (draw on exporter study). Need · for 
regionalization and industrialization. 

- Specific examples of policy areas for action - housing, 
land reform, public works (work is in progress on all 
three) . 

B. Distribution of Aid 

- Record of growth in past decade compared to expecta
tions. Distribution of aid (H.B. Chenery material). 
Patterns of aid and growth. 

- Criteria for aid allocation. Small countries; least 
developed; large countries; poverty; performance. 

- Beneficiaries of trade; distribution of capital flows; 
relation to aid flows. 

Advantages of the Theme 

1. Direct follow-up on the 1972 Annual Speech. 

2. Topic continues to be of major concern and provides 
opportunity to spell out in more detail Bank action 
program. 

3. The discussion would be timely, since it could be related 
to IDA replenishment, if necessary. 



Disadvantages of the Theme 

1. Despite its importance, it was the topic in 1972 and it 
might be useful to cover another issue this time. 

2. Internal distribution problems are not as acute in Africa 
as elsewhere. 

3. New prescriptions will be few; our knowledge of the 
problem will be better but only marginally so. 



EDUCATION 

Nature of the Theme 

- General agreement on the importance of education for 
development despite the conflicting views about what 
the content of that education should be. Rising demand 
for education; increasing frustration about ability to 
deliver relevant education to mass of people at acceptable 
cost. 

- Review the size of the educational requirement of LDCs and 
its cost. Review the debate about the need for radical 
change in the content. The financial wastage in present 
LDC educational systems (e.g., very high ratio of re
peaters, academic-oriented secondary and university educa
tion) and the social consequences of the wastage (e.g., 
frustrated expectations, emigration of skilled people). 
What is the appropriate level of educational . expenditure 
at different country income levels? 

- Analysis of the link between the employment problem and the 
inadequacy of educational systems, particularly in rural 
primary education and in urban vocational training. 

- Education's role in long-term changes in income distribution. 

- Criteria for an effective, development-oriented, educational 
system. 

- The Bank Group's financing of education. Measures to support 
reform such as financing of rural primary education, incen
tives to redistribute educational services, support for 
regional technical universities. Measures to increase 
efficiency of the educational system. 

Advantages of the Theme 

1. Education is a high priority item in Africa; 44% of Bank 
Group lending in education has gone to Africa. 

2. Operational subject. Solid achievements; rapid growth expected. 

Disadvantages of the Theme 

1. Although work is in progress, the subject is vast and we are 
likely to have little to say on the conceptual and policy 
side, and program suggestions will be few. 

2. Too specific, even though several other subjects (employment, 
distribution of public services) can be linked to it. 



PRINCIPAL PROBLEMS IN RELATIONS 
BETWEEN RICH AND POOR FOR THE DECADE 

Nature of the Theme 

- What is the future of the world economy. Concern with 
development has focused largely on the internal problems 
of LDCs. Bec ause of the growth of many countries in the 
1960s, the t i me is ripe to consider how to integrate LDCs 
into the worl d economy. 

- Discussion o f export performance; relation of trade to 
evolution of LDC economy. Implications for developed 
countries. Barriers to growth, trade in natural resources, 
ownership and management of these resources. 

- Evolution of c apital market - equity investment, supplier 
credits, growth of non-equity flows. 

- The relation of the international economic infrastructure 
to LDCs - mone tary system, shipping, banking, insurance. 
Impediments t o intra-LDC trade. 

- Concern with d evelopment cannot be limited to aid flows. 
Aid flows remain vital for large numbers of countries, 
and fall wel l short of need. But for growing numbers of 
countries, c a pital can be obtained at commercial or near 
commercial t e rms. For both groups of countries it is time 
to define our views of what comes "after aid". What 
problems are t here? How does the world begin to plan 
for them? 

Role of the Bank. Obviously all countries and many agencies 
are concerned . The Bank can intermediate between the rich 
and the poor countries; it can assist in defining areas of 
confrontation members face as they move more broadly into 
the world economy; it can provide technical assistance in 
broadening LDC access to the non-equity capital market; 
its lending program can support regional integration, 
strengthen c ompetitive position in trade, move primary 
exporters up t he processing ladder and facilitate structural 
adjustments a ttendant on more open economies. 

Advantages of the Theme 

1. Looking at development through the aid telescope is 
increasingly outdated. The time is ripe to spell out that 
growth of LDCs means more participants in the world economy, 
more competi t ion, more nations with a stake in monetary 
affairs, shipping, trade negotiations. 



2. There are few others who have the kind of forum and vantage 
point which are the necessary basis for a global overview. 

3. The areas of potential confrontation between LDCs and 
industrialized countries is growing - natural resources 
(OPEC replications) , monetary reform (blocking of 72/73 
SDR issuance), private foreign investment, trade 
negotiations, global pollution problems. Unless these are 
put in a framework of common objectives, they will continue 
to fester individually. 

Disadvantages of the Theme 

1. The subject is complex and we might not be able to 
encompass it. 1974 might be a better time. 

·2. Direct Bank action is limited and the speech could end 
up as a litany of ills. 

3. The subject is political and may set off controversy, 
affecting IDA. However, this may well be more · a function 
of how the topic is treated than of the subject iself. 



REGIONAL INTEnRATION 

DRAFT 
PPKuczynski/rso 
December 15, 1972 

1. Economic integration as a need for the rational development of 

small economies
1

especially in Africa. This section might begin by a review 

of some of t he problems of African development, underlining the costs for 

small economies of developing basic services and infrastructure which could 

be provided more rationally and gheaply through realistic schemes for 

regional integration. 

2. Examples of some of the advantages of integration. The second 

section would underline that, while integration is not a panacea, it can -

if properly implemented - provide a useful stepping stone toward rational 

industrial development and permit the establishment of a common front in the 

negotiation of trade problems with the outside. The problems faced by 

developing countries in having access to markets in industrial countries 

for their non-traditional exports could be reviewed~perhaps in the context 

of the recommendations of UNCTAD III. 

3. The reasons for the failure of integration. This section should review 

frankly the reasons why the integration schemes of developing countries 

have not achieved their objectives, especially the unwillingness of members 

to avoid duplication of industries and services. statistics ought to be 

provided for Latin America and Africa on the number of national airlines, 

shipping lines, fertilizer factories, steel mills, universities, etc. 

and the excess costs which they represent. 

4. The Bank Group role. This section would include a review of our 

assistance to specific integration schemes (loans to the East African Common 

Services Organization, proposed loan to the Central American Bank for Economic 
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Integration, Mekong, West Africa River Blindness, possible technical assistance 
etc.) 

to an Arab_l)eyelo mel).t -~d(?. ) ~/ and of our more general assistance through 

the expansion of regional offices. Clearly, the subject would not be a good 

main theme unless we are willing to say that we w.ill provide rrmch more aid 

to integration schemes and will place more emphasis in our countr,y lending 

- - -, --programs upon regional considerations. 

EDUCATION 
by 

5. Its importance. Thi~ section should begin/stressing the general agreement 

on the importance of education for development and highlighting the conflicting 

views about what the content of that education should be. 

2. The problem. This section would review the size of the educational 

requirement of LDCs, the cost, and review the debate about the need for radical 

change in the content. This section would also emphasize the financial wastage 

in present LDC educational systems (rural schoolswith incomplete cycles, 

very high ratio of repeaters , academic-oriented secondary and university educa-

tion/ etc.) and the social consequences of the wastage (fru.strated expectations, 

emigration of skilled people , etc.). 

J. Education and Employment. There should be some analysis of the link 

between the employment problem and the inadequacy of educational systems, 

partiuularly in rural primary education and in urban vocational training. 

(Some reference might also be made to the wastage of resources on armaments 

in many LDCs.) 

4. The Bank Group program. Again, as in the regional integration case, 

the subject is only worthwhile to the extent that we are in a position to 

announce new departures in our financing of education (such as financing of 

rural primar,y education, recurrent costs, regional technical universities, etc.) 
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REGIONAL INTIDRATION 

0 

, I DRAFT 
PPKucZJ''11slr;/ rso 
Decem~Jer ·15, 1972 

1. Economic integration as a need for the rational development of 

small economies)especially in Africa. This section might begin by a review 
. I 

of some of the problems of African development, underlining the costs for 
I . 

small economies of developing basic services and infrastructure which could 
I 

be provided more rationally and _9iie-apiy-.. thrc;ug~1 ___ .. realistic schemes for 

regional integration. 

2. ·Examples of som0 vf the advantages of integration. The second 

section-would underline that, while integra~~on is not a panacea, it c~~ -

if properly implemented - provide a useful stepping stone toward rational 

industrial development and permit the establishment of a common ~ront in the 

negotiation of trade problems with the outside. The problems faced by 

developing countries in -- having access to mar1'ets in industrial countries 

for · their non-traditional exports could be reViewed,, perhaps in the context 

of the recommendations of UNCTAD III. 

J. · The reasons for the failure of integration. This section should ~Aview 

frankly the reasons why the integration scherr:gs - - -·of ---~ developing countries 

have ·not ·achieved their objectives, especially the unwillingness of members 

to avoid duplication of industries and. services. Statistics ought to be 

prpvided for Latin America and Africa on the nu;.:tber of national airlines, 

shipping _ lin~s, __ fertilize-r factories, steel mills, universities, etc. 

and the excess costs whi'ch they represent. 

4. . . The Bank Group role. This section ~uld include a review of our 

assistance to specific integration schemes (lJans to the East African Commo~ 

Services Organization, proposed loan to the Ct::ntral American Bank for Economic 

-----
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Integration, Mekong, West Africa River Blindness, possible technical assistance 
etc.) 

to an Arab . Develop~ent- - Ftlild.(?) ,/ and of our more general assistance through 

the expansion of regional offices. Clearly, the subject would not be a good 

main theme unless we are willing to say that we will provide much more aid 

to integration schemes and will place more emphasis in our countr.y lending 

programs-upon -, regional considerations. 
- -~ - - --- ·-··. --

EDUCATION 
by 
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·5. Its importance. Thio section should begin/stressi~ the general agreem t 

on the importance of education for development and highlighting the confli_cting 

views about what the content of that education should be. 

2. The problem. This section would review the size of the educational 

requirement of LDCs, the cost, and review the debate about the need for radical 
I 

change in the content. This section would also emphasize the financial wastage I 

in present LDC educational systems (rural schoo~ with incomplete cycles, ) 

ver.y high ratio of repeaters, academic-:-:_ori~ted seco~dary _and univers~ty __ e~da-
tion, ' et~Jand the social tonsequences o£ the .wastage (£rustrated expectations, 

,.~ ~-mi~r~tio~ o~ __ s~i~~ed __ peop~e, etc.). 

). Fducation and Employment. There should be some analysis of the link 

_between the employment problem and the inadequacy of educational systems, 

partiuularly in rural primary education and in urban vocational training. 

-(Some reference might also be made to the wastage of resources on armaments 

.- in many LDCs.) 

4. The Bank Group program. Again, as in the regional integration caL- c:~ , 

the subject is only :worthwhile to the extent that we are in a position to 
- ~ - ~ - .-_.._.._ - --~-- -

announce new departures in our fi~ancing of education (such as financing cf 

--- -\ 

I 
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rural primar.y education, recurrent costs, regional technical universities; etc.) 
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I INTERNATIONAL FINAN 

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORAND~~ft 
Mr. Ernest Stern · . ~DATE: December 11, 1972 

M. Haq rrrfV 

Themes for the Annual Speech 

After reflecting on the various themes for the Annual Speech 
that we discussed on Friday, my feeling is that we should make 
'employment' as the central theme for a number of reasons: 

(i) It would represent continuity with the theme of mass 
poverty taken up last year. ("Given the intimate link between 
poverty and massive unemployment, unemployment and underemployment 
must be attacked head-on." "Job creation must become a direct 
objective in itself.") 

(ii) We should be able to distill some concrete data and in
sights from the current country work on employment. 

(iii) The study on integrated rural development could yield 
some material for the Speech. In fact, the Annual Speech may be a 
good occasion to announce our willingness for a major involvement 
in the financing of rural works programs, carrying our declaration 
of intent of last year a step further ("It will be necessary to 

and urban public works •••• The Bank will assist in 
financing such projects.") 

(iv) Many other themes that we discussed (e.g. education, inter
mediate technology, rural poverty) can be linked up with the employment 
concern. 

(v) This is a field in which the Bank ~ play a fairly impor
tant and direct role through its projects and programs (unlike the 
ILO which can merely talk about the problem). If employment is 
identified as the major theme for the Annual Speech, it may also help 
build up pressure to give some coherent focus tofue piecemeal work on 
employment in the Bank. 

(vi) The Speech will be delivered ahead of the U.No World Con
ference on Populationo It would be timely to talk about population 
and employment -- getting attention away from the Malthusian pessi
mism that population conferences always tend to produce. 

Of course, the deciding factor would be whether we have enough 
worthwhile things to say about employment. This can be discussed 
with Hawkins, Yudelman and others concernedo My own impression is 
that we can say at least a few concrete things in this field -- and 
probably a lot more than we can say at this stage about a concrete 
program for income distribution or for elimination of mass poverty. 



Mr. Ernest Stern - 2 - December 11, 1972 

Another theme that appeals to me is a sober analysis of the 
emerging mood and compulsions in the Third World. But it is . a 
politically charged issue and hardly appropriate in a year that we 
seek IDA replenishment. It may still be a good theme for 1975 in 
the context of a mid-year .assessment of achievements and failures 
of the Second Development Decade. 

cc: Mr. Kuczynski 

MHaq/wh 
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'Possible 1-~_in Ther1es i':;:r !(r. :·~c::c....-:~a' s 
Annual J.:eeting Sueech in ~Iai:-obi 

F~cation~ If ·poss:lble, the Meeting· speech.'should be cen.ter·~ on SO.?:=·thing 
of special inte·rest 'to Africa. The advantages· of education a.s a . ce_ritral · .· 
. t.h eme are : 

i. Clearly of sp~cial. relevance to Africa. 
- . - . . 

ii. 44% of Bank Group . ed:ucation lending has gone to Africa. 

iii. · An operational subject: solid achievements 'behind us, and a 
5o% expansion i~ the five ye·ars ahead. 

iv • . Not contr·oversial .vrith Part I · c.ountri~s, ·an important point 
at a time of IDA replenishment. 

..... . . · 

B. Regional Inte;:::ration. .Again, of special relevc..nc.e to Africa, or at ;Least . 
to llha t Africans think of . themselves. Advantages: 

i .. The Bank has never ~aid much on the · su~ject (although others :haYe): · ·. 

· ii. Again, not controversial r~ th Part I cou.11tri es. 

But . there are drawbacks: 

i·. Something of. an . old ·saw; ·ST:'.acks too much of God and Hotherhood. 

ii. The Bank has not done much in this field, except ·in East Afri. ca. 

C. Policies toHard ~1·m·rth. fuller e::mlo'\r:-:ent .s.nd re·distribtit.ion. · Vari.ous 
sub-therr.es could be g:rouped togetr£:-, as .a prescrip-si V8 ~equel to the 
1972 . speech. ~he vari~us topics to :.be covered Hould be: 

. . 
·i. 'fhe dearth of public savings and regresstveness of tax syste:ns 

in -most LDCs. 
. . 

ii~ The overvaluation of cur.rencies and distortions in trade and 
. exchange systems in lT'.any LDCs eJlCi their effect on. grolruh and 

employment. . · · 

~ -- . 

·iii. Contin~~d restric.tions ·:to LDC. ~xpo~ts . in ·mo.st _industrial . co.U:.ntries . 
. . 

iv .. The absence of specific policies ' toHard~· fuller re::Tr1m.erattve 
_employment in LDCs (could draH on findings of. var'ious research · 
pl::vjects): 

Some disadvantages: 

i. The resulting prescriptions are not new; 
of a single theme . 

. . 
. ' 

.f . 

the su~jects lack p~ch 

. . 
. · 

.. . 
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ii. The ~ank extends little technical a~sistance in. :fiscal and 
employnim-t areas, aside from . recow.rnendat:Lons in our · economic 
reports. · 

iii.. Are we '\-lilling to ·change some of· our -polici'es faster tm·;ard~ 
employment goals? · (e.g. by favoring local contractors, giving 
a prefer~nce to bidders rlho use more labor). 

) J 

· cc·: .-Mr .• Haq _. 

-·. 

. .. 
. ·- · ' · . 

.. ~ . .··• 
J • 

.' 

. ·!. 

· ... . 
· .. 

.• 
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TO: (See Below) DATE: October 5, ~ 

JFv~.._ FROM: s. Reutlinger 

SUBJECT: Land Tenure Study 

In the attached research proposal, Mr. Eckstein has outlined his 
present progra."'ll of work on the land reform study. The emphasis will be on 
the interaction of land tenure structure with institutions serving agricul
ture and investment packages in the process of promoting rural development. 
Therefore the study should be of very direct interest to the Bank. 

Mr. Eckstein has recently joined the Agriculture and Rural Develop
ment Division staff on a fixed · term appointmant for approximately one year. 
You probably will have occasion to meet with him sometime to exchange views 
on matters related to his work. We would, however, particularly welcome 
comments at this time in order that these could be accommodated in Mr. 
Eckstein's study. His extension is 2755. 
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RESEARCH PROPOSAL - LAND TENURE AND RURAL DEVEWPHENT STitA TEG I ES 

General Orientation 

The general framework for this proposal i s established by the Bank's 

Agricultural Sector Paper of June 1972; 

(a) "The challenge for agriculture is to combine an acceptable 

rate of growth of production with movement towards ---

the goals of creation of employment opportunities and 

alleviation of poverty" (pp. 3 ,4). 

(b) "Governments should pursue land policies which help disperse 

the benefits of agricultural progress widely" (p. 3.5) through 

"land reforms aimed at securing a more equal distribution of 

land" (p • 30) • 

In this context, the basic question to be examined is: based on 

existing experience with a variety of land reform approaches in Latin America, 

how can land reforms assist in reaching simultaneousl y these primary 

development goals of raising output, achieving a more equitable distribution 

of income, and creating employment opportunities • . 

Problems to be Analyzed 

vihat has been the role that distributive land reforms have played in 

the economic development process, both directly within agriculture and indirectly 

in other sect ors? 
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What are the complementari tie_s and possible trade-offs between 

growth promoting and income distributing effects of various kinds of reforms? 

Is there a significant time lag? 

How can land reform be turned into an effective tool for the 

redistribution of productive capacity, employment opportunities and hence 

income generating power? 

To what extent can land reform induce technological innovations 

that will produce positive effects both in the production and in the distri

bution· spheres? 

vfuat sort of reform policies can raise the productivity of labor 

rrl.thout necessarily displacing workers{ 

~fuat are the lessonsof the role of reforms on economies of scale and 

what tenure models could achieve such scale economies within the basic objec

tive of income redistribution? 

Cooperative, collective or group farming is usually cited as a major 

solution to land tenure problems; Where and under what conditions has it worked 

satisfactorily,and what lessons for future group farming schemes emerge? 

"Integrated smallholder development" is another favorite prescrip

tion; how· can land tenure changes be used as a basis or catalyst for such 

programs in technical, organizational, institutiona~and financial terms? 

The joint provision of an extension-credit-insurance-marketing 

"service package" is the economic basis for rural development -- how is this 

related to land tenure changes? 

On the macro level, one of the main constraints to a massive increase 

in rural income through an output boost, is the low elasticity of demand for 

crops produced by poor farmers; under what conditions can land reform relax 

this constraint, ? 
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Proposed Research Method 

Land refonn was neither conceived nor carried out in a unique manner 

if1 diff erent places and times. The analysis will be made in terms of a 

typology of the diverse reform policies and programs on which experience is 

available. The above-mentioned problems will hence be examined within the 

specific context of each reform type. 

Clearly,each of the topics listed constitutes a· title for a self

contained and thoro~ study by itself. It is not our intention to do all 

this, but rather to draw on existing evidence and experiences, going into 

depth only in those areas where existing data permit and the clarification 

of the whole picture justify it. 

Nonetheless, it will be intended with regard to each of the major 

issues toaxrive at meaningful and relevant conclusions, in three stages: 

(1) vlliat has happened in practice? (Estimation of the' real 

output, income and employment effects of diverse reform 

policies, and appraisal of the general and specific causes 

for this outcome in each case~) 

( 2) 1:Jhat would be the feasible optimum conditions and organiza

tional .structure, at all operational levels? (Identification 

of promising reform designs, models of new tenure organizations 

and of supporting institutions.) 

(3) Appropriate strategy or policy-conclusions and expectations 

bearing on the major development objectives. · 

The approach will be empirical and pragmatic without neglecting the 

theoretical and "forward looking" perspective. 

Empirically, the experience gained in some Latin P~erican countries 

in these matters will be thoroughly examined, as to why have some experiments 
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in tenure innov2tion failed, and what has contributed to the success of 

others. In the 11forvrard-looking" realm~lessons ·will be drawn from this 

experience that are of practical relevance and use to rural development 

planning and implementation elsewhere. 

Pragmatically, land tenure innovations, institutional arrange-

ment~ and rural development policies that offer promise of attaining the 

above-mentioned goals~will be assessed on all operational levels, but 

with special focus on the local level. 

Scope of Study 

It is proposed to concentrate on the Mexican experience, which 

is by and large the oldest, richest,and of largest scale in the region, 

dral~ng in relevant comparative material from Venezuela, Bolivia, Chile 

and Peru which have some very interesting experiences of more recent years. 

Najor emphasis will be put on the applicability of lessons for other 
countries and areas. 

Contribution to Ba~k Research Objectives 

It has been repeatedly stated, that the Bank has to address more 

attention to issues related to land reform. This the :proposed study intends 

to accor.tplish. 

It will increase the knowledge of the rural development process, 

as it is affected by and affects the alternative land reform_policies, and 

will thereby establish factual basis for future Bank policy in this area. 

It will also help in relating specific programs and projects 

designed to foster rural development, to the existing or projected land 

tenure setting, ~~d facilitate the Bank's assistance for the preparation 

of investment projects in this area. 
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The proposed study ties in very organically with some of the 

other studies, presently being done in the Division, that dv-rell on the same 

issues mentioned above (components of rural development programs and projects, 

institutional and management aspects of agricultural development projects, farm 

mechanization in India and Pakistan, marketing .problems in LDC, etc.h but 

without specific reference . to the related tenure problems. 

Plan of \'Jork 

1. Highly selective and critical examination and evaluation of reports 

and case studies (especially unpublished, original, grass-roots-level ·research 

material). 

2. Statistical analysis of data collected in field surveys of Mexican 

CIDA Land Tenure Study, available here, together with comparable data whenever 

available from other sources and countries. 

3. Brief field visits and survey of major relevant projects in some 

of the countries studied. 

4. Interviews of and discussions with professional, technical,and 

administrative personnel involved in these projects. 

5. Preparation of report and discussion with Bank staff. 

Professional Sta~f 

Dr. Shlomo Eckstein on a full-time basis (one ¥ear), and a Senior 

Consultant on a part-time basis (about three months during a 12-month period), 

with adequate research assistance. 
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